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Abstract
New Approaches to Frequent and Incremental Frequent Pattern Mining
by

Mehmet Bicer
Advisor:

Professor Xiaowen Zhang

Data Mining (DM) is a process for extracting interesting patterns from large volumes of data.
It is one of the crucial steps in Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD). It involves various
data mining methods that mainly fall into predictive and descriptive models. Descriptive
models look for patterns, rules, relationships and associations within data. One of the
descriptive methods is association rule analysis, which represents co-occurrence of items or
events. Association rules are commonly used in market basket analysis. An association rule
is in the form of X → Y and it shows that X and Y co-occur with a given level of support
and confidence.
Association rule mining is a common technique used in discovering interesting frequent
patterns in large datasets acquired in various application domains. Having petabytes of
data finding its way into data storages in perhaps every day, made many researchers look for
efficient methods for analyzing these large datasets. Many algorithms have been proposed for
searching for frequent patterns. The search space combinatorically explodes as the size of the
source data increases. Simply using more powerful computers, or even super-computers to
handle ever-increasing size of large data sets is not sufficient. Hence, incremental algorithms
have been developed and used to improve the efficiency of frequent pattern mining.
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One of the challenges of frequent itemset mining is long running times of the algorithms.
Two major costs of long running times of frequent itemset mining are due to the number
of database scans and the number of candidates generated (the latter one requires memory,
and the more the number of candidates there are the more memory space is needed. When
the candidates do not fit in memory then page swapping will occur which will increase the
running time of the algorithms).
In this dissertation we propose a new implementation of Apriori algorithm, NCLAT
(Near Candidate-less Apriori with Tidlists), which scans the database only once and creates
candidates only for level one (1-itemsets) which is equivalent to the total number of unique
items in the database. In addition, we also show the results of choice of data structures used
whether they are probabilistic or not, whether the datasets are horizontal or vertical, how
counting is done, whether the algorithms are computed single or parallel way.
We implement, explore and devise incremental algorithm UWEP with single as well as
parallel computation. We have also cleaned a minor bug in UWEP and created a more
efficient version UWEP2, which reduces the number of candidates created and the number
of database scans.
We have run all of our tests against three datasets with different features for different
minimum support levels. We show both frequent and incremental frequent itemset mining
implementation test results and comparison to each other.
While there has been a lot of work done on frequent itemset mining on structured data,
very little work has been done on the unstructured data. So, we have created a new hybrid
pattern search algorithm, Double-Hash, which performed better for all of our test scenarios
than the known pattern search algorithms. Double-Hash can potentially be used in frequent
itemset mining on unstructured data in the future. We will be presenting our work and test
results on this as well.
v
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Chapter 1
Data Mining Definition and
Terminology
In this chapter we introduce general concepts of data mining terminologies and their
applications, then give the research motivation and a brief overview of the dissertation.

1.1

Introduction

Since capturing, transferring and storing data has become both technologically and economically feasible, data has been pouring into storage systems and has been accumulating
in the last decade at faster rates than ever. Existing data is more than doubling every two
years. The data growth rate has increased from terabytes to petabytes.
While stored data is huge and still growing exponentially, very few effective tools were
created to analyze and find useful information in this data. Businesses, such as supermarkets, routinely collect data through loyalty cards, and always want to know the purchasing
behavior of their customers in order to market their products more efficiently and effectively.
1

Nowadays, the competitive pressure is very high in some industries. For companies in these
industries, it is no longer optional to use data mining techniques since many competitors
have been using them already. Therefore, to stay competitive, all of the companies within
the same market segment have to take a look into advances in these technologies and adapt
them and use them accordingly.
Businesses now use every means to provide better and more customized services and
cutting edge technologies to their customers or clients. Data mining is one of the major
methods to support and customize these services and marketing strategies. The ones which
cannot adapt or cannot take advantage of ever-evolving technologies, can lose their customer
base very quickly to their competitors.
Nowadays, customers in general are very sophisticated. They know what a good product
is, what its fair price is, what brands, companies, services and products are good or not. All of
this information is readily available to anyone who has access to a computer and internet and
has the basic skills of using one of the search engines. Hence, to satisfy their needs a simple
query such as the ones created with SQL or google search –which simply gets the subset of
stored facts and information from databases, is usually not valuable enough for many users,
because they can get this information themselves. Nowadays, what is valuable for the people
is to have an access to not obvious, hidden information which typically resides inside of this
mass amount of raw data. Some companies analyze all of the stored transactions and the
browsing history of their customers in their databases, analyze the relationship, associations
and correlations among data, interpret, deduce new information from these and use it as a
service for their customers.
Amazon (company), for example, uses recommender systems (a.k.a. recommendation
systems), which use data mining tools and methods as well as machine learning techniques to
explore, associate and extract information from very large datasets and recommends similar
2

products to its customers. The Amazon application looks at the history, current clicks, and
site navigation of a customer, and then recommends customers with similar products that
other customers looked at or bought. The recommendation system and product suggestions
are supported by the ratings given by their customers. Hence, seeing what others bought
and how happy they are with their purchases can make a customer comfortable with making
a similar purchase very quickly.
Data mining can explore data and extract valuable information which can be potentially
very useful for businesses. It has been used to help increase or decrease inventories and
cut business costs in retail businesses as well as used in government data analysis, law
enforcement agencies in their handling and dealing with crime.

1.1.1

Layout of the Chapter

The rest of the chapter is organized as as follows: In Section 1.2, we will explain how
data is collected. In Section 1.3, we will explain definition and properties in data mining.
In Section 1.4, we will explain what is considered data mining and what is not and give
examples of each of them. In Section 1.5, we will explain data mining models and tasks
associated with these tasks. In Section 1.6, we will explain the descriptive models. In
Section 1.7, we will explain predictive models. In Section 1.8, we will explain the other
models in data mining. In Section 1.9, we will explain the KDD process. In Section 1.10,
we will explain the challenges in data mining. In Section 1.11, we will explain why we chose
to implement parallel techniques using multi-threading. In Section 1.12, we will explain our
contributions. In Section 1.13, we will explain how the remaining chapters are organized in
the dissertation. Finally in Section 1.14, we will conclude the chapter.
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1.2

How Data Is Collected?

Data used in data mining comes from many sources and in many different forms or shapes
–such as tables from databases, simple text from documents, spreadsheets, graphs, charts,
web documents, audio or video from multi-media files, XML documents and time dimensional
data from temporal data files. Data can be generated by industry or government, within
scientific or social domains, during online and offline shopping or transactions, or possibly
by using barcode scanners. Data can be collected or generated by many automated or
non-automated tools or techniques. Many automatic data capturing tools and technologies,
such as radio frequency identification devices (RFID), barcode scanners, smart phones, GPS
devices, optical character recognition (OCR), remote sensor devices, surveillance cameras,
voice recognition systems, biometrics measurements, and others, identify and capture data.
Fast data transfer rates make it possible for this captured data to be transferred, securely
stored, and accessed from a remote location in real time. All of these, and other automated
data collection tools, and the integration of computers in every part of society such as in social
networks, digital media, recommendation systems and scientific studies have contributed
to data explosion. In addition, scientific research, experiments and simulations, as well
as universally accessible data via the internet, including both the download and upload
functionality of many internet sites, such as youtube.com, message boards, forums, blogs,
social networks, business transactions and trading data has created a lot of activity and
interaction among people, government, computer systems and networks. These generate
huge amounts of data in terms of e-commerce transactions, government transactions as well
as social network interactions and other forms of data. Furthermore, the price decrease of
computers, storage and network systems and increase in the power of the computers as well
as innovations in technology and networks caused the availability of computers in all walks
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of life and became another catalyst for data increase and accumulation from every part of
the society [19, 24, 54].

1.3

Definition and Properties

Data mining (DM) is one of the steps in the process known as Knowledge Discovery in
Databases (KDD). It is a step by step process for extracting, discovering and analyzing previously unknown, non-intuitive, implicit, hidden, interesting, non-trivial, potentially useful
information, correlations, patterns or relationships from different or non-obvious perspectives. It can use semi-automatic or automatic means from a collection of typically static,
very large data sets, databases or data warehouses and summarizing or generalizing (aggregations) into useful information by combining techniques from Artificial Intelligence such
as Neural Networks and Machine Learning, Statistics, database management, information
retrieval, algorithms, high performance computing (HPC), user applications, visualizations,
and others. Some other terms for data mining are: “data dredging, knowledge discovery
(KD), knowledge extraction, knowledge mining, exploratory data analysis, data archeology,
data driven discovery, information harvesting, unsupervised pattern recognition, data fishing,
data snooping, and business intelligence” [17, 19, 24, 34, 54].
DM is an important tool in several fields including retail, marketing, risk analysis, stock
market and investment analysis, fraud analysis and detection, surveillance, credit risk analysis, inventory management, weather forecasting, bio-informatics, scientific discovery and in
many others [17, 34].

DM can be classified based on the following features [19]:
• Source of data (databases, flat files, transactions, web navigation patterns).
5

Figure 1.1: The techniques that data mining uses. Modified and adapted from [34, 54].
• Type of databases (relational, object relational, object oriented, temporal, spatial,
multimedia).
• Type of information to be extracted (trends, patterns, deviations, associations, relationships, clustering information, classification features, characteristics, deviation analysis,
pattern recognition, data summarization and generalization, data characterization).
• Type of DM techniques (generalization based, statistical based, math based, pattern
based and combination of two or more of these techniques).
• Type of data miners (interactive miners, data oriented miners, query oriented miners,
autonomous miners).
• Type of DM approaches (database approach, statistical approach, machine learning
approach).

6
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1.4

What Is Not Considered Data Mining?

Traditional approaches to data inquiry or interrogation or a simple query or search are
not considered data mining. These include methods such as writing SQL queries to extract
information from database tables, searching a term or terms in Google or any other search
engine, looking into a dictionary, an encyclopedia, or looking in a book, magazine or library
for information. These are generally not considered data mining because they merely get
a subset of stored data or facts. Data mining on the other hand does exhaustive, iterative
search to analyze data and extract useful information and patterns [17, 54]. Table 1.1 shows
how data mining differs from database querying.

1.5

Data Mining Models (Types) and Tasks

Data mining methods and models can be broken into three broad categories [17, 24]:
As we can see in Figure 1.2 we can think of the various data mining methods as being
separated into predictive, descriptive, and other models. We discuss these in detail below.

1.6

Descriptive Models

Descriptive models look for patterns, rules, relationships and associations within data.
Existing data is analyzed looking for relationships. Rules or decisions based on these analyses are made. Clustering, summarization, association rules, sequence discovery, deviation
7

Table 1.1: Database processing vs. Data Mining processing. Adapted from [24].
detection (outlier analysis), database segmentation, dependency modeling algorithms fall
into this category.

1.6.1

Clustering

Clustering is also referred as segmentation, partitioning where classes are not known in
advance and data is grouped based on a distance measure. It is another form of DM which
searches and looks to identify classes [17, 24]. Clusters are not pre-defined so a domain expert
might be needed to identify and group the data into clusters [24]. The goal is to maximize
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Figure 1.2: Data Mining Models (types) and tasks. Adapted from [24].
the similarity among the elements within a class and minimize the similarity among the
elements from different classes.

1.6.2

Summarization

Summarization is referred to as characterization or generalization which extracts or describes data among some commonality representing the whole.
Association rules Association rules, also called link analysis or affinity analysis, looks
into relationships, links, co-occurrences between data groups (itemsets) [17, 24]. It seeks
to answer questions such as, what itemsets are frequently grouped together, and how these
patterns can be found efficiently if the dataset is very large.
9

1.6.3

Sequence Analysis

Sequential pattern analysis looks to identify patterns of occurrences over time [17]. Thus,
relationships among data are based on time and are organized in some order or sequence.
For example, first a person buys a computer then, buys memory (RAM) or first a person
buys a house then buys furniture [34].

1.7

Predictive Models

Predictive models are used to make a prediction about future based on the historical
data. Classification, regression, inductive logic, neural networks, decision trees, time series
analysis, prediction algorithms fall into this category.

1.7.1

Classification

Classification is also known as supervised learning because classes are predefined and
data is grouped into predefined segments or classes. Two common forms of classification are
class description and class discrimination. Class description looks for properties to identify
groups, while class discrimination looks for features to separate two groups from each other
[17, 24]. Typical applications include credit worthiness determination, marketing based on
income level, education level, or cars according to their efficiency or gas usage per mile etc
[34]. Pattern recognition is a type of classification where the patterns are extracted using
one of the machine learning algorithms [54].
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1.7.2

Time Series Analysis

Time Series Analysis is a method that captures and examines data within some predetermined time interval or period such that the data is evaluated over a longer period of
time.

1.7.3

Regression

Regression is one of the major methods of prediction. It determines a function that will
be able to predict how to get to the target data items or results. Current and past data and
results are used in regression to predict future, unknown or missing data or results. Typical
applications include credit assessment, targeted marketing, medical analysis and others.

1.8
1.8.1

Other Models
Graph Mining

Graph mining is a method for finding associations among nodes or subgraphs. It looks
for similarities or frequent sub graphs. Both web mining and network analysis or mining are
type of graph mining.

1.8.2

Web Mining

Web mining is a type of graph mining that is a field of data mining which looks for
patterns in the web including page ranks, how often a page is visited, who are the frequent
people or visitors, how long they use the pages, what is their opinion (opinion mining). Web
mining can be divided further into three groups [34, 54]:
11

• Web usage mining
• Web content mining
• Web structure mining

1.8.3

Network Analysis

Network analysis is a type of graph mining where algorithms look for computer networks to find patterns and interconnections among various connection capable machines.
For example, a person might belong to a single (homogenous) network or many networks
(heterogeneous networks), such as alumni network, friends, family network, a forum, message board, blog or colleague network [34]. Interconnections among computers and servers
for these activities reveal this type of information.

1.8.4

Spatial Mining

Spatial mining is a data mining field which searches for patterns, similar objects, within a
space, location, maps, and other distance related data. This spatial data is stored in spatial
databases. For example, finding all the Subway sandwich stores in a particular zip code area
would fall into spatial data mining.

1.8.5

Outlier Analysis

Outlier analysis is about finding or capturing a data item or itemset which is not conforming to the rest of the data.
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1.9

KDD Process

KDD is the process of finding significant, novel, meaningful, possibly useful, not obvious
patterns in a dataset [27].

Figure 1.3: KDD process. Adapted from [19, 24, 27]. The arrows to the previous steps show
that we may need to go back iteratively.
A step by step diagram of the KDD process is presented in Figure 1.3. There are seven
basic steps in this process.
Step 1 Data: Data comes from many different sources, including web or paper files or
documents, electronic or non-electronic sources, legacy systems, different schemas, different
DBMS systems or database models, flat files, different storage mediums, and data structures,
to name a few. Data might be heterogeneous and inconsistent. Data mining may need to
deal with datasets as large as terabytes or even petabytes. For smaller datasets we can use
statistical models.
Step 2 Pre-processing: In this step, only the relevant, non-duplicate data or features of
the data are selected. Data is cleaned and noise is removed or fixed, transformed into a com13

mon format or standard and static state. In the selection process either the entire dataset
or a sample of the dataset is selected for processing. This may require writing conversion
programs or using ETL software to map the old data to a new, standard format. At this
stage a data warehouse can also be constructed where all data selected from different departments or functions (such as marketing, sales, accounting) can be consolidated, integrated,
transformed and stored.
Step 3 Integrated data: After the pre-processing step, data is consolidated, transformed
and stored in its static state. Data is typically stored in a data warehouse or transformed
directly into standard forms or data structures that are usable for data mining operations.
It may be stored into smaller components called Data Marts according to their particular
functional areas. The integrated and consolidated data are the inputs for the Data Mining
algorithms. Alternatively data could be split so that results could be analyzed from one part
and validated (cross validation) on the another part of the data.
Step 4 Data mining step: Here, intelligent pattern recognition, or data intensive algorithms, techniques, methods, tools or programs are used to extract useful patterns, associations, correlations, relationships or information from the consolidated and integrated data.
The data mining models used depends on the desired task and the goal to be accomplished.
Step 5 Models and patterns. The result or output of the data mining process is not
merely a subset of the data but models and patterns. These are extracted by going over
data iteratively and analytically many times. Still, the results need to be further evaluated,
interpreted and analyzed. It may require a domain expert to analyze the results.
Step 6 Analysis, interpretation and evaluation: This is the post processing step. In this
step the results or patterns will be evaluated, interpreted and selected. Many patterns,
associations or correlations can be found and it would be impossible and also meaningless
to keep and try to use them all. Therefore, all of the uninteresting, insignificant patterns or
14

results which may occur by chance are eliminated. Only the significant, interesting results,
patterns or rules identified are kept.
Step 7 Knowledge: In this step, patterns, deviations, associations, relationships, outlier
information, clustered or classified data, characteristics, trends or any other information that
was discovered or extracted is presented to the user or domain expert. This presentation
needs to be in a way that makes sense for the user. In this step, visual aids, and other GUI
types of presentations could be used [34].

1.10

What Are Challenges of Data Mining?

The increasing size, format, complexity and dimensions of data pose problems for data
mining. The quantity of data being produced is large and dramatically increasing every
day. It is heterogeneous, including text and multimedia data such as images, audio, and
video. Data comes from many different sources and in many different formats using different
compression and encryption methods. It may have thousands of dimensions which increases
its complexity. It may be incomplete, inconsistent, ununiformed (noisy). It may require field
knowledge to explore and understand the data. It may be sensitive data which may require
privacy preserving data mining techniques. Data may also be increasing periodically, which
may require incremental data mining techniques [34].
Security and legal issues are other challenges. Many people as well as governments, are
more aware of the privacy and security of the data and the requirements needed to protect
it, therefore, security of the data, and privacy of the individual needs to be ensured while
collecting and processing data.
Another challenge presents itself in the long running time of the data mining algorithms.
Since the amount of data is large, new, scalable and efficient algorithms need to be developed
15

to ensure that the mined data is still relevant, running time is practical and the overall results
are meaningful [19].

1.11

Why Multi-Threading?

Parallel programming is executing multiple tasks at the same time (i.e. in parallel).
Multi-threading on a single processor with single core is not a real parallelization. It is timesharing –i.e. switching between tasks based on their priorities. Multi-threading on multiple
processor cores is on the other hand is real parallelization, not time sharing. Each core can
execute tasks at the same time, i.e. concurrently, in parallel.
We used 4 or 6 physical core systems in our tests which are 8 or 12 logical cores respectively. Multi-core multi-threaded implementation massively improved the results. That is
why we chose multi-threading as one of the ways to implement Apriori and UWEP with
parallel techniques.

1.12

Contributions

We have four contributions within the domain of frequent itemset mining, incremental
frequent itemset mining and pattern searching in text. Each of the new term used below
will be explained in later chapters in details.

1. NCLAT (Near Candidate-less Apriori with Tidlists). This is our new proposal and implementation of Apriori. NCLAT is a very efficient algorithm. It is near-candidate-less
because it creates candidates only for level 1, unlike the original Apriori which creates
candidates for every level. We have two different implementations of NCLAT: NCLAT1
16

and NCLAT2. NCLAT1 is an iterative, Breadth-First Search (BFS) implementation.
On the other hand, NCLAT2 is a recursive, Depth-First Search (DFS) implementation.
Both of them are near candidateless using tidlists and set intersection. In addition,
we have done extensive experiments for different ways of implementation of Apriori,
including approximate data structures (bloom filter and count-min sketch).
2. UWEP (Update with Early Pruning). We implemented UWEP and showed that using
an incremental algorithm for incoming incremental data is more efficient than running
the whole Apriori-like algorithm from scratch again. We had both single-threaded and
multi-threaded implementations of UWEP. We implemented UWEP as it is written
in [7] while additionally fixing one of the existing bugs. In the proposal we were only
expected to implement UWEP using trie or prefix tree structure and parallelize it. We
implemented it as it is written in the proposal and also implemented in a parallel way
using multi-threading. We can show that indeed it is more efficient to run UWEP than
Apriori for incremental data.
3. UWEP2. We modified UWEP and created a new, more efficient algorithm UWEP2.
UWEP2 fixes a minor bug that we found in UWEP and adds caching (keeping the
counts of frequent itemsets), lazy evaluation (i.e. we do not count and update its
1
count of a frequent itemset unless we need to) and early pruning of both LDB and Cdb
.

4. Double-Hash algorithm. Double-Hash is a new, hybrid pattern search algorithm which
we presented in a conference last year [11]. We used ideas from Boyer-Moore Horspool,
Rabin-karp and Raita algorithms and created our own approach of two hash functions
(weak and strong functions) for pattern matching. The results were very promising.
Double-Hash was faster than all those 3 algorithms that we mentioned above for any
type of short or long patterns. This algorithm can be used in finding frequent patterns
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in unstructured data (text) with some modification.

1.13

Brief Description of the Remaining Chapters of
the Dissertation

In Chapter 2, Preliminary Knowledge and Background, we will be covering what Frequent Pattern (Itemset) Mining (FPM or FIM) and Association Rule Mining (ARM) are,
what are their application domains, what is Market Basket Analysis, what are Frequent
Pattern Mining Methods, Algorithms and Basic Concepts and Terminologies. In Chapter
3, we will be giving detailed information about Apriori algorithm approach that we have
implemented in various ways, including a new approach NCLAT. We will present our experiements and findings at the end of the chapter. In Chapter 4, we will give introduction
about incremental frequent itemset mining methods and go into details about one of the
incremental methods, UWEP (Update with Early Pruning) [7] and give information about
our new modified version of UWEP which we call it UWEP2. In Chapter 5, we will explain
additional work that we have completed on pattern searching algorithms and our new hybrid algorithm, Double-Hash, which may possibly be used in combination with other FIM
methods or techniques. Chapter 6, will conclude with possible future work.

1.14

Summary

In this chapter, we introduced what data mining is, how data is collected, definitions and
terms, data mining models and techniques, KDD process and challenges of data mining, our
contributions and we layed out the rest of the chapters.
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Chapter 2
Preliminary Knowledge and
Background

2.1

Introduction

Association rule mining is typically decoupled into two separate processes: frequent pattern mining and association rule mining. The following are some of the brief statements or
definitions about each term:

2.1.1

Frequent Itemset (Pattern) Mining [3, 34]

• Frequent pattern is a set of items, subsequences, substructures that occurs frequently
in a database.
• FPM looks at the historical data and gives the probability of similar occurrences in
the future.
• FPM is a method to find frequent patterns in a dataset.
19

• FPM is about finding associations, correlations or frequently occurring patterns.

2.1.2

Association Rule Mining (Definition) [54]

1. ARM finds the rules from the frequent itemsets where each rule represents and predicts
the occurence of one itemset based on the occurrence of another itemset in a given
transactions in the dataset.
2. ARM tries to learn what items to be grouped together.
3. ARM can tell us what sets of products (or itemsets) are frequently bought together.
4. ARM is a probabilistic implication or co-occurrence, (not cause-effect relationship),
between products. Given X, what is the probability of occurrence of Y . If then Else
relationship.

2.1.3

FPM-ARM Application Areas

Some of the important application areas of FPM-ARM include market basket analysis,
sale campaign analysis, promotions, product placement, cross marketing, catalog design,
recommendation systems, click stream analysis (web log), web page or web link analysis
(such as co-occurrence of keywords on webpages), medical data analysis (for example, what
symptoms are associated with a particular disease), genome analysis, drug design, DNA
sequence analysis and others [13, 34].

20

2.1.4

Market Basket Analysis

FPM-ARM originally appeared in terms of a method of market basket analysis. In
market basket analysis, FPM-ARM searches and finds purchasing habits or behavior of
customers and accordingly applies this information to its marketing strategies. Applying
these strategies a business can be more precise in targeted marketing, potentially reduce
costs, increase sales and be more competitive in the marketplace. For example, using this
information a retailer can decide what products should be put on sale or not, whether the
products should be bundled together, where should the products be placed in the store
(product shelf layout), whom to send coupons and advertisements. For example, if there is
a high correlation between buying coffee and milk, then, putting both of the items on sale at
the same time, from a business point of view, would not be a good idea because there is high
probability that the customers who bought one item will buy the other one too. Putting
both of the items on sale would mean loss of revenue. It makes more sense to put only one
item on sale and sell the other item on a regular price [34].
In Market Basket Transaction data we are interested in finding out whether an item
exists in a transaction or not – i.e. presence or absence of an item in a transaction. While
quantity, price and other information could also be valuable and are different dimensions of
data and transactions, they are considered different problems and in this study they are not
covered.

2.1.5

FPM Methods

FPM methods include frequent itemset mining, frequent sequence mining, frequent tree
mining and frequent graph mining.

21

2.1.6

Layout of the Chapter

In Section 2.1, we described what frequent itemset mining and association rule mining
problem is, FPM and ARM application areas, what market basket analysis is and the methods associated with FPM. In Section 2.2, we will explain basic concepts and terminology in
FPM. In Section 2.3, we will explain the methods of finding association rules. In Section
2.4, we will explain FPM algorithms. In Section 2.5, we will conclude the chapter.

2.2

Basic Concepts and Terminology

Given the following dataset, let I = {i1 , . . . , id } be a set of items in the dataset . Each
set of items forms one transaction. Example database transactions are shown in Table 2.1.
TID

Items purchased

001

1, 3, 5

002

2, 3, 5

003

1, 4, 5

004

1, 3

005

2, 3, 4, 5

Table 2.1: An example database.
Definition 1: Itemset. One or more items in a set which are a subset of the items in I.
For example, {2} or {3, 4, 5} are both itemsets.
Definition 2:

k-itemset. If an itemset has k items in it, we call it a k-itemset. For

example, itemset i = {2} is a 1-itemset, {Apple, Orange, M ilk} is a 3-itemset and so on.
Definition 3: Support count, σ(X) where X is an itemset. It is the number of transactions which contain an itemset. This is called absolute support. For the above transactions
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support count and support for the itemsets below are in Table 2.2.
Itemset

Support count

Support %

σ(itemset)

σ(X)/N

1

3

60

2

2

40

3

4

80

4

2

40

5

4

80

Table 2.2: Support count and relative support (support) of 1-itemsets.
Definition 4:

Support ( or relative support). As shown in Table 2.2, denoted as

σ(itemset)/N , is the number of occurrence of an itemset divided by the number of transactions in the database. For example 1-itemsets {2} and {4} has support of 40% while itemset
{3} and {5} has support of 80%.
Definition 5: Confidence. Confidence is the conditional probability c, such that a given
transaction which contains X, will also contain Y where both X and Y are itemsets. In the
above example the association rule 1, 3 → 5 has a support count for XU Y = 1 and a support
count for X = 2. Therefore, the confidence c = σ(XU Y )/σ(X) = 1/2 = 50%. Confidence
is not symmetric because the value of the divisor changes. So the association rules X → Y
and Y → X can have completely different confidence values. In the above rule, (X → Y ),
the conf idence = 50% but if we look at the rule Y → X, then XU Y /Y is 1/3 = 33.3%.
Definition 6: Minimum support (minsup). A user defined threshold which states the
minimum support for an itemset to show that it is significant.
Definition 7: Minimum Confidence (minconf ). A user defined threshold which states
the minimum confidence value needed to show that an association rule is reliable. For
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the example above, if minconf = 45% then while X → Y is a confident rule as it has the
confidence 50%, on the other hand, Y → X will not be a confident rule because its confidence
is 33% which is below the minconf threshold. Transaction database D = {T1 , T2 , . . . , TN } is
called a database where each transaction Ti has a unique transaction id and contains subset
of elements from I.
Definition 8: Candidate itemset. Selected or generated itemset which is not exposed to
minimum support test yet or its support is not known yet.
Definition 9: Frequent itemset. An itemset which has support level equal to or greater
than the minimum support threshold (minsup) is called a frequent itemset. In other words,
it is a particular pattern or patterns which occur frequently. A pattern is co-occurrence,
sequential occurrence, sub-structure (as in graphs) or correlation of itemsets. Frequency
is the occurrence of the pattern or correlation equal to or greater than the support and
confidence level.
Association rule: A rule is represented as follows: {X} → {Y } where both X and Y
are itemsets and X ∩Y = ∅ and both X and Y are part of the transactions in the transaction
database. In the above example, the support count of 1-itemsets are as follows:
{{1} = 3, {2} = 2, {3} = 4, {4} = 2, {5} = 4}.
If the minsup is 60% and minconf = 60%, then items {2, 4} will be discarded because
each of them has 40% support. So, from the remaining items 1, 3, 5 which are greater than
or equal to both minsup and minconf, we can create the following association rules:
{3} → {5} (60% support, 75% confidence)
{3, 5} → {1} (20% support, 33% confidence)
The last rule would not pass the support level and also confidence level. Therefore, it will
be discarded.
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Support is the occurrence count of XU Y divided by N (the number of transactions). For
the example above X is itemset {3, 5} and Y is itemset {1}. Therefore, XU Y is {3, 5, 1}
which has support count 1 and it is divided by the number of transactions which is 5 and
support, s = σ(XU Y )/N = 1/5 = 20%. So, since support is based on the union of all of the
itemsets involved in the association rules, it is a symmetric measure. For example X → Y
and Y → X would give the same identical support level.

There could be more association rules given our simple example of a few transactions. All
association rules with at least minimum support and confidence level are strong association
rules. In other words, strength of an association rule is measured by support and confidence
metrics. These rules are considered interesting.

2.2.1

Why We Use Support and Confidence

We use support because support eliminates uninteresting rules which may simply occur
accidentally. Confidence on the other hand tells us how reliable the inferred rule(s) is (are).
It is the conditional probability of the occurrence of Y given X. It can also be thought of
as the fraction of the transactions which have X also have Y or more formally, P (Y |X).

2.2.2

How Many Frequent Patterns?

There are 2d –1 possible candidate itemsets (excluding the null itemset) [54]. So, potentially there could be 2d − 1 frequent patterns.
Given the example Market Basket Database in Table 2.3;
Let:
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Table 2.3: Example Market Basket Data.
• N = Number of transactions
• d = Number of items in the dataset
• M = Number of Candidate Itemsets. M = 2d − 1
• w = The maximum number of items in a transaction known as the maximum transaction width
• N × M =Number of comparisons (i.e. checking whether an itemset is in a transaction
or not)
• R = Number of rules
Association rule discovery is interested in finding all of the rules which have support
level greater than or equal to minsup and minconf. Given this expectation, there could be
potentially many rules. The number of rules can be calculated with the following formula:
R = 3d –2d+1 + 1. Proof can be found at [54].
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Given the above transactions:
R = 35 –25+1 + 1 = 243–64 + 1 = 180
There could potentially be 180 association rules.

2.3

Methods for Finding Association Rules

Problem definition: Given a large dataset with a large number of transactions find all
of the rules which satisfy minimum support (minsup) and minimum confidence (minconf)
thresholds.

Table 2.4: Example market basket transactions and example Association rules.

In Table 2.4, there are 5 transactions with the largest size of transaction is 4. There are
5 items. One of the rules in the examples {2, 3} → {5} states that any time a customer buys
the itemset {2, 3}, they have high probability that they will also buy itemset {5}.
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2.3.1

Brute Force Approach

In this approach, we find all of the rules and then look at each rule’s support. This can be
represented by a lattice (see an example at Figure 2.1), which consists of all of the possible
combinations of itemsets. We then find the support for each itemset and then compare the
support of itemsets to minsup, eliminating those itemsets below the minsup threshold. This
process is intractable for large sets with large numbers of items in the dataset. For example,
for the number of item size of 6, we will have 26 − 1 candidate itemsets – that is 63 itemsets.
From the complexity perspective, we need to find the support for every candidate itemset
in a lattice structure, i.e. we need to check every transaction for every itemset. That has
a complexity of O(N × M × w). For the above example, that is O(5 × 63 × 5) = 1575
comparisons [54].
In brute force approach, we need to calculate support and confidence for every rule.
Given that, there could be potentially 3d –2d+1 + 1 rules, this is close to impossible for large
data sets. For example, for a dataset with 100 unique items, there will be 5.15 × 1048 many
rules. (This is a 49 digit number!). The same formula gives us approximately a number
on the order of magnitude of 1.51 × 101847 for a typical supermarket carrying an average of
38,718 items in.
Most of the rules get discarded if we use support and confidence thresholds. The higher
the support threshold the more rules will filter out. Association rule algorithms in general, use a two-phase approach for efficiency. First, they find frequent itemsets (Frequent
Itemset Generation), second, they generate association rules (rule generation). Most of the
algorithms were written to deal with the first phase, frequent itemset generation. We will
also be focusing on the first phase which is computationally hard, while the second phase is
linear.
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2.4

Frequent Pattern Mining (FPM) Algorithms

There are three major algorithms in FPM. In addition, there are various extensions to
these algorithms. We list them here:
Major Algorithms
1. Apriori
2. Eclat
3. FP-Growth

2.4.1

Apriori Algorithm

Key Points:
Level-wise, iterative, breadth-first (BFS) algorithm with candidate generation and join
steps. Each level is represented by how many number of items is in a given itemset in that
level. For example, in level one there is 1-itemsets such as 3, 7, apple, in level two, 2-itemsets
such as 1, 3, apple, orange and so on. Apriori requires one full scan of the database for each
level. Given that the set of k-itemset can be grouped into k levels, we would need k database
scans.

Process:
First, find the frequent 1-itemsets. From the frequent 1-itemsets create candidate 2itemsets and prune the ones which are infrequent to create frequent 2-itemsets. From frequent
2-itemsets create candidate 3-itemsets and so on. Apriori uses BFS – breadth-first search, a
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level-wise, iterative, bottom up algorithmic approach (from 1-itemset to the largest itemsets),
which prunes the infrequent items immediately after it discovers them, before it moves to
the next step. It then creates new level of candidate itemsets only from those which are
frequent. Since there are 2d –1 possible candidate itemsets (excluding the null itemset) [54],
all of them can possibly be frequent itemset, therefore, the search space of Apriori algorithm
is 2d − 1, where d is the unique number of items in the database [3, 5].
Apriori is an efficient algorithm relying on the downward-closure property1 or the Apriori
property2 [34, 54]. That is, if a subset is not frequent, i.e. support < minsup, all of its
supersets are also infrequent. (See Figure 2.2). This property significantly reduces the
search space and reduces the candidate itemsets generated substantially. For example, in
the example below, from 5 transactions 13 candidates are generated. Using brute force this
would have been 31 candidate itemsets.
Assumptions: Assumes that items in itemsets are in lexicographic order.
Data Structures: Boost flat set, vector, hash-tree, trie (prefix-tree),

Apriori principle:
It is based on the following observation:
If A is a subset of B then, support of B can not exceed that of A.
More formally:
∀A, B I A ⊆ B =⇒ s(A) ≥ s(B)
In other words, support count of a superset of an itemset can not be greater than its
subsets. Based on this rule, we have the following:
1
2

A superset of an itemset can not occur more than any of its subsets
All subsets of a frequent itemset must also be frequent
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1. If an itemset is frequent, see Figure 2.1, then all of its subsets must be frequent. i.e.
If an itemset has infrequent subsets, it cannot be frequent.
2. If an itemset is infrequent, see Figure 2.2, then, all of its supersets are also infrequent
[34, 54].

Figure 2.1: Example shows that subsets of a frequent itemset are all frequent.
As shown above once it is known that itemset {1,2,3,4} is frequent then, all of its subsets
–i.e. {1,2,3}, {1,2,4}, {1,3,4},{2,3,4}, {1,2}, {1,3}, {1,4}, {2,3}, {2,4}, {3,4}, {1}, {2}, {3},
{4}, are also frequent.
Once we know that itemset {5} is infrequent, all of its supersets: i.e. {1,5}, {2,5},
{3,5}, {4,5}, {1,2,5}, {1,3,5},{1,4,5}, {2,3,5}, {2,4,5}, {3,4,5}, {1,2,3,5}, {1,2,4,5}, {1,3,4,5},
{2,3,4,5}, {1,2,3,4,5} are also infrequent and there is no need to scan the database and check
their count.
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Figure 2.2: Example shows that supersets of an infrequent itemset are all infrequent too.
Candidate generation:
Join step: In order to find frequent (k + 1)-itemsets, all of the frequent k-itemsets,
which have the first (k − 1)-elements common, are joined with each other (called self join),
to create (k + 1)-itemsets (for k > 1 itemsets). The join step ensures that no duplicate
candidate itemsets are created. It is assumed that the itemsets are in numerical order (for
countable data types) or lexicographic order (for strings).
Example:
For the above example transactions in Table 2.5, assume k = 3 and the frequent itemsets
are {1,2,3}, {1,2,4}, {1,3,4} and {2,3,4}. In the join step, we have only two itemsets which
have (k −1) items in common (from the beginning in sequence) which are {1,2,3} and {1,2,4}
and from these we create a (k + 1)-itemset. {1,2,3,4}. Itemsets {1,3,4} and {2,3,4} have
(k − 1) itemsets are in common but not from the beginning of the itemsets so, they do not
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Transaction ID

Items Bought

10

1, 2, 3

20

2, 4

30

3, 4

40

1, 2, 5

50

1, 2, 3, 4

Table 2.5: Example transactions.
meet the join requirement.
Prune step: After the join step, subsets of each candidate itemset is checked in the
frequent itemset list for membership. If all of the subsets are not in the frequent itemset
list for a given candidate (k + 1)-itemset, then that itemset is removed from the candidate
(k + 1)-itemset list, otherwise support count is done and if the itemset meets the minsup
requirement it is inserted into the frequent itemset list.
The Apriori Algorithm pseudo-code with both join and pruning step details can be
found at [34].

Apriori Algorithm Example:
In the following example, see Table 2.6, a working example of Apriori process is demonstrated where there are 5 unique items and 5 transactions in the database. After scanning
the database, candidate 1-itemsets are found and their support is counted. Items 1,2,3,4
had support count >= minsup, therefore, they are put in the frequent 1-itemset list. Using
frequent 1-itemset list, candidate 2-itemset list is created as shown below and their support
is counted. All of the candidate 2-itemsets except {1,4} has support count >= minsup,
hence, they are inserted in frequent 2-itemset list. In this list only itemsets {1,2}, {1,3}
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generates {1,2,3} and {2,3}, {2,4} generates {2,3,4} candidate 3-itemsets. All other possible
candidates are not generated because they do not satisfy the join rule. ( i.e. (k − 1)-itemsets
need to be in common in two k-itemsets to be joinable.)
Example:

Table 2.6: A working example of Apriori algorithm.

Once it is known that an itemset is not frequent, see Figure 2.3, then its supersets are
not generated and their occurrence are not counted or tested (because only the frequent kitemsets are used to generate candidate (k + 1)-itemsets. Hence, if an itemset is not frequent
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such as in Figure 2.4, it will not be in the frequent itemset list and any of its supersets
will not be created or be used to create other supersets). In Figure 2.3, when we learned
that 1-itemset, {5}, is not frequent all of its supersets (see in red color) are not generated
or tested. The same happens for itemset {1,4} (in green color) and its supersets, {1,2,4},
{1,3,4} and {1,2,3,4}, are not created or tested3 .

Figure 2.3: Example transactions and how Appriori principles are applied to data.

What Are the Issues With Apriori?
Apriori is an easy to implement, effective candidate pruning algorithm. To work efficiently, the dataset needs to fit in memory. Furthermore, database needs to be scanned for
3

To simplify the notations in the lattice or tables, the itemset form, such as {1,2} is written as 12 or as

1,2
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Figure 2.4: Infrequent itemset discovery determines the supersets which are infrequent also.
every level. If there is m-frequent-itemsets, then it needs to scan database m times. In
addition, Apriori typically creates too many candidates which need to be tested.

Extensions of Apriori:
Each algorithm is briefly explained.
Direct Hashing and Pruning (DHP): DHP is a hash-based, Apriori-based algorithm
which utilizes pruning techniques as well as approximate counts to generate much fewer
candidates, thus shrinking the database or transaction data size. Even though it generates
candidates very efficiently, the number of database scans are equal to the number of levels.
The algorithm DHP has two main characteristics: the first one successfully reduces overall
number of candidates generated by specifically applying a hash-based algorithm on 2-itemsets
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and reduce the size of transaction database and the whole number of candidates in an earlier
stage and two generate frequent itemsets efficiently [43].
Dynamic Itemset counting (DIC): Dynamically counts the candidate itemsets as the
algorithm continues and reduces the candidates generated. In other words, DIC algorithm
does not wait for database scan to be completed to create the candidates, instead it looks at
an itemset’s subsets and determines whether they are all frequent. When DIC determines
that all of the subsets of an itemset is frequent or estimated to be frequent, it adds the
itemset to the candidate itemset list and starts counting support for it. This process reduces
the number of database scans [16].
Partition: Partitioning algorithm [52] scans the database only twice hence reduces the
I/O substantially. In the first scan, it partitions the whole database into smaller vertical
database pieces which are small enough to fit in memory. Then, it finds the frequent itemsets
found in each partition. In order for an itemset to be frequent, it has to be frequent at least
in one of the partitions, (proof can be found at [52]), otherwise, it will be discarded. Local
frequent itemsets are then merged with other partitions by intersecting these itemsets and in
the second database scan. Support for the locally frequent itemsets are determined using the
entire database. In order for partition to be efficient, each partition needs to fit in memory,
otherwise additional database scans will be required. Also, in partitions there could be too
many frequent itemsets which are not frequent in the entire dataset [28, 62].
Sampling: The Sampling algorithm finds the frequent itemsets from randomly selected
samples. It verifies these results in the whole database and creates the complete association
rules for these verified frequent itemsets. But there is a probability that some of the frequent
itemsets might not appear on the selected samples, – hence they are never found to be
frequent and no association rules would be created for those itemsets. In oder to minimize
this problem, a very low threshold is used but this creates too many candidates. The
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maximum number of database scans in the Sampling algorithm is 2. One to get the samples
and verify the results, then if there are missing frequent itemsets, these are found and verified
in the second pass [58].

2.4.2

Eclat

Key Points:
Recursive, depth-first search (DFS) algorithm, uses tidlists, intersections, a divide-andconquer algorithm.

Process:
Eclat is a vertical database or dataset layout. It scans the database and builds Transaction ID list (tidlist) for each item . From these, for each frequent single item, (k-itemset
where k = 1), create a Transaction ID set for (k + 1)-itemsets by taking the intersection
between two itemsets. Eclat partitions the frequent itemset list into equivalence classes and
obtains the support count from the number of intersections [39].
Eclat scans the database only once and does not need another database scan for support
count because tidlists has complete information about the database [62].

In Table 2.7 Eclat process is demonstrated for the given example database. Eclat pseudo
code can be found at [62].
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Table 2.7: ECLAT process.

2.4.3

Maximal Itemset Mining (Max-Patterns):

When association rules involve many items, generating rules for all of the subsets becomes
a combinatoric problem and not very practical. Hence, some frequent itemset algorithms
focus instead on finding maximal frequent itemsets. A frequent itemset is maximal if it does
not have a superset which is frequent. In other words, a maximal frequent itemset is not a
subset of any frequent itemset [8, 62].
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MAFIA: A maximal frequent itemset algorithm[18]. MAFIA is one of the maximal
frequent itemset mining algorithms. It works on transactional databases. It is a dept first
search algorithm as well as using efficient pruning techniques. It is particularly more efficient
if the itemsets are very long in the dataset. In the example in Table 2.6, itemset {1, 2, 3} is
a maximal frequent itemset.

2.4.4

Closed Itemsets:

An itemset is closed if there is no superset of this itemset which has the same support as
the support of this itemset.
Close: Closed Itemset mining(Closed patterns): Close tries to find the closed itemset
by using a bottom-up search strategy. In order to find the closed itemsets, it uses two steps.
In the first step, it finds the smallest frequent itemsets. After finding a k-itemset, it looks
back and compares the support of the k-itemset with its subsets. If an itemset’s support
count matches its subset then that itemset is pruned and discarded. In the second step, the
algorithm determines closure for all itemsets generated previously, creating much fewer rules
as a result [28, 44].
A-CLOSE: A-CLOSE is a variation of CLOSE which also finds the closed itemsets and
the rules only for those itemsets which are closed. A-Close first finds all of the frequent
closed itemsets which generates all of the subset of the maximal frequent itemsets. From the
closed itemsets, then it finds all of the frequent itemsets [28, 44].
COBBLER: COBBLER is a frequent closed pattern mining algorithm which dynamically decides how to proceed according to whether the dataset to be mined has very large
number of attributes and relatively small number of rows or vice versa. It is a recursive
algorithm, uses both original table and a transposed table without the infrequent itemsets
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and employs DFS algorithm to traverse the tree [41].
CLOSET: Closet is another frequent closed pattern mining algorithm. It uses a compressed FP tree structure, a recursive divide and conquer strategy, prefix-based compression
technique and partition-based database projection approach [46].
CHARM: CHARM is a frequent closed pattern mining algorithm which finds all of the
frequent closed itemsets. It uses dept first search technique to enumerate dual itemset-tidset
(i.e. itemset and transaction space) search tree. It skips many levels through an efficient
hybrid search method. It is a good algorithm when there are small number of features
(columns) and large number of rows. CHARM uses a memory efficient technique diffset
to minimize memory usage during intermediate operations. In addition, CHARM uses a
hash-based technique to find the non-closed itemsets and when it finds them, removes them
immediately [63].
CLOSET, CLOSET+ adopts and uses previously successful techniques such as subitemset checking, pruning, itemset merging and item skipping techniques. It also uses an
FP tree, divide and conquer strategy and dept-first search algorithm to find frequent closed
patterns in a dataset. In addition, CLOSET+ also uses hybrid tree projection method
which is used to create bottom-up physical tree-projection for dense databases and topdown pseudo tree-projection for sparse databases. CLOSET+ is scable algorithm as well as
an improvement for many earlier algorithms which includes CLOSET and CHARM in terms
of running time and memory usage [60].
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2.4.5

FP-Growth

Key Points:
No candidate generation, no candidate test, compact data structure, no repeated database
scan, only two basic operations: FP-tree creation and counting.

Process:
FP-Growth algorithm[31] finds all of the frequent itemsets without candidate generation.
It first scans the database, finds all of the frequent 1-itemsets (also removes the infrequent
itemsets from transactions) and then sorts each transaction based on the frequency (occurrence count) of each frequent 1-itemset in descending order. (See Table 2.8 for this process).
FP-Growth then reads the ordered transactions from the database a second time, and builds
an FP-tree from these transactions (see Figure 2.5). The FP-tree has a null root on the
top, and at this stage, only frequent 1-itemsets as nodes. Any subsequent transactions are
stored on the tree with complete number of occurrence and association information. Each
transaction is a path from the root thus preserving the descending order in the tree.

FP-growth algorithm works as a divide and conquer method, recursively without candidate generation.
FP-Tree efficiency:
• Whole dataset gets compressed into a tree-format (fp-tree) which contains complete
information about all of the transactions.
• No candidate generation. Instead, a pattern fragment growth method is used. This
method starts from frequent 1-itemset.
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• Mining task is divided into smaller task (hence, recursive DFS algorithm) which uses
partition-based divide and conquer method to mine association rules.

Table 2.8: A table from the transaction database with 5 transactions and 5 items.

Figure 2.5: FP Algorithm [62].

Performance
Empirical performance studies have shown that FP-growth is an order of magnitude
faster than Apriori, and is also faster than tree-projection [50].
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Extension of FP-Growth
Depth-first generation of frequent itemsets [1]. H-Mine explores a hyper-structure mining
of frequent patterns [45].
AFOPT: Top-down and bottom up traversal of sub-trees in pattern growth mining) [38].
FPClose: Array based implementation of prefix-tree structure for efficient pattern growth
mining [29].
CARPENTER: CARPENTER is a frequent closed pattern mining algorithm specificialy
designed to deal with a dataset (such as data in bioinformatics) with very large number
of columns but much fewer number of rows. It uses row enumeration to handle the very
large number of columns that typically biological datasets have. CARPENTER uses DFS
algorithm on the row enumeration tree and uses recursive algorithms to generate conditional
transposed tables [42].

2.4.6

Other Algorithms and Improvements

Tree-Projection
This algorithm uses much less memory through the use of a lexicographical, top down
tree instead of using a hash tree. Itemsets are counted through projecting the transactions
onto the nodes of the tree which increases the performance of counting the itemsets in the
transactions [2].

Relim: Recursive Elimination algorithm
The algorithm uses an idea similar to FP-growth via a single recursive function. It is
similar to H-mine algorithm. It has complicated data structures [12].
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Other Recent Pattern Mining Algorithms:
The following are some of the recent pattern mining algorithms:

• Colossal pattern mining (very long pattern mining)
• Mining association rules with multiple minimum support
• Mining multi-dimensional space
• Top-down pattern mining

2.5

Summary

In this chapter, we have described what frequent pattern mining and association rule
mining are, their application areas, market basket analysis, frequent pattern mining methods,
basic concepts and terminolgoy, why we use support and confidence, how big frequent patter
mining problem is, several major and minor algorithms and methods for finding frequent
itemsets.
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Chapter 3
Apriori: Various, Interesting and
Comparative Implementation
Approaches Including NCLAT

3.1

Introduction

One of the challenges of frequent itemset mining is the long running time of algorithms.
Since the amount of data is large, new, scalable and efficient algorithms need to be developed
to ensure that the mined data is still relevant, running time is practical and the overall results
are meaningful [19]. Two major costs of frequent itemset mining are the number of database
scans and the number of candidates generated.
In this chapter, we will be presenting different ways of exploratory implementation of
Apriori algorithm. We have used several data structures: (C++ Boost library flat set, STL
vector, trie), probabilistic data structures (bloom filter and count-min sketch), horizontal
and vertical datasets (transactions and tidlists), and single and multi-threaded approaches.
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Overall, multiple approaches showed us strengths and weaknesses of FPM approaches in
terms of running times and memory usage.
In this chapter, we are also proposing a new implementation of Apriori algorithm,
NCLAT, which scans the database only once and creates candidates only for level 1 which
is equivalent to the total number of unique items in the database.

3.1.1

Layout of the Chapter

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section 3.2, we will explain the software,
hardware and data structure considerations in our implementations. In Section 3.3, we will
list and briefly explain each Apriori approach that we have implemented. In Section 3.4,
we will explain the details of our newly proposed NCLAT algorithm. In Section 3.5, we
will explain probabilistic data structure approaches. In Section 3.6, we will explain the
experimental results, the datasets used in the experiments and the comparison of runtimes
of our implementations. In Section 3.7, we will summarize our findings and conclude the
chapter.

3.2

Software, Data Structures and Hardware Considerations in our Implementations

Software environment: Programs are written using C++ 17. STL library is used heavily
whenever it is applicable. Tests are done mostly in Linux Ubuntu environment.
Data Structures: Boost container flat set, STD set, vector, trie:
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Boost flat set: We used flat set in most of the cases in our implementations. Boost flat set
uses ordered vector hence data is stored in contiguous memory locations minimizing the cache
misses. Insertion and deletion speed is linear O(n) (due to the cost of finding the location
and shifting). But search speed is constant O(1). According to the extensive benchmark1 ,
flat set is even fast for insertion and deletion operations up to a certain threshold (size 128)
and then deteriorates. Since our average transaction size is 10, 40 and 10.3 for our datasets,
T10I4D100, T40I10D100K and retail datasets respectively, flat set is magnitude of 0.1 - 3X
times faster than STL set. The datasets that we chose are a subset of the datasets used in
Workshop on Frequent Itemset Mining Implementations (FIMI’03) [67].
STL set: STL set is using an ordered binary red-black tree with a self balancing bit. All
insertion, deletion and searching operations have the complexity of O(log n), but it is not
contiguous memory locations hence having many more cache misses.
Vector: Knowing all of the transactions are in lexicographic order for the Apriori input,
we have also used a vector in our fastest trie implementation instead of flat set so that we had
achieved further efficiency from not ordering the vector as it is already ordered automatically
due to the incoming input data. Hence, like flat set, vector is much faster at operations like
random access, iteration and search of an itemset.
Trie: Trie is good for prefix-based look ups. We can search a key in O(M ) time complexity
where M is the maximum string length.
We also used multi-threading from Boost thread pools which significantly improved the
speed of the single threaded implementation.
Hardware and compiler environment: We used a computer system with the same hardware and compiler version and optimization selection with the following features for all of our
1

https://blog.fellstat.com/?p=376
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test cases: Ryzen 1600 @ 3.2GHz with 16GB DDR4-2666Mhz RAM, quad core processors
with hyper-threading. Compiler is GCC 8.3.0 with optimization set to -03.

3.3

Efficient and Comparative Apriori Implementation
Approaches

1. Apriori Basic
2. Apriori Basic Multi-Threaded
3. Apriori Trie1 - Original
4. Apriori Trie2 - Set Intersection (SI)
5. Apriori Trie - NCLAT1
6. Apriori Trie - NCLAT2

3.3.1

Apriori Basic

Apriori basic implementation stores input data in vector of transactions. Insertion for
transactions are typically done as one time operation without a need for sort as Apriori
assumes that the input dataset is coming in sorted order. Itemsets are also created in the
same sorted order.
Since storage is vector based which is contiguous memory locations, operations like random access, iteration and search is very fast. We have used Boost-library container flat set
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which has faster data retriaval and benchmarks comparing to STL set [68]. The code is written in C++17 and STL standard library is used whenever there is a need for a functionality
from the library. For example, we used STL library “includes()” function for subset checking
when we were counting the occurrence of itemsets. Since both the itemset (pattern) and the
transactions are in sorted order, STL Algorithm library “includes()” function can efficiently
perform subset checking which is used for counting.

3.3.2

Apriori Basic - Multi-Threaded

We used Boost library thread pool for parallel processing and speed which is available
since C++11. Itemsets are stored in flat set and transactions are stored in a vector as
they are directly inherited from the base class. Vector is chosen for transactions because
each transaction is in lexicographical order and no need to re-order them. We used STL
“includes” function for subset checking when we were counting the occurrence of itemsets.
A speedup was achieved using Boost library thread pool, which is perhaps simple but
effective way of parallelizing the tasks. All cores including logical cores are used for multithreading. Locking mechanism in mutex library functionality is used to ensure that the
results of the threads are kept in order.

3.3.3

Apriori Trie - Original

All transactions were stored in vector of itemsets which are stored as flat set. Every node
on the trie represents a frequent itemset. Count is done using STL “includes()” function
which checks whether an itemset (subset) is in a transaction or not.
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Key Points:
1. Horizontal dataset where data is kept in vectors.
2. Layer by layer process, at the end of each layer prune infrequent itemsets.
3. Store frequent itemsets on trie.
4. If a 2-itemset or greater exists at least once in the transactions create a node.
5. Single threaded implementation.

Apriori trie implementation reads and stores the data into vector < vector < item t >>
data structure. Then reads the data from the vectors which have lexicographically ordered
values and creates candidate itemsets in the trie data structure and eliminates the ones which
are not frequent at each level and hence having only the frequent itemsets stay on the trie
at the end.
Each 1-itemset node has children with a map which has a key of the itemset and value
as the count. Our algorithm uses an index operator, i.e. [ ] which first checks whether an
itemset is on trie, if it is there it increments the counter for it, if not, then creates it and sets
the count to 1. We join the frequent 1-itemsets to create candidate 2-itemset underneath
the branch of the item on the left. For example, if we are joining {1} and {2}, then, we
create a branch (child) underneath itemset {1}. So, any frequent itemset on the right joins
with the itemset on the left to create the next level candidate itemsets and at the end of
each level itemsets are tested for support level and the ones infrequent are removed from the
trie. Until no candidates can be joined to create next level the operation goes as the process
described above.
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3.3.4

Trie - Set Intersection (SI)

Key Points:
1. Horizontal dataset where data is kept in vectors.
2. Layer by layer process, at the end of each layer prune infrequent itemsets.
3. In layer 2 only, set intersection is used: frequent each transaction is intersected with
the frequent itemsets and the resulting set has a combination of all 2 itemsets. For
example:
{1357} ∩ {1257} = {157}.
4. Create {1 5} {1 7} and {5 7} and increment each set’s counter by 1.
5. Store frequent itemsets on trie.
6. If a 2-itemset or greater exists at least once in the transactions create a node.
7. Single threaded implementation.

3.4

NCLAT

NCLAT is evolved from our trie implementations Apriori-SI (Set Intersection) and AprioriTidlist and using different data structures and optimization to make it faster and more efficient than our other trie implementations. NCLAT1 works iteratively, level by level using
BFS approach while NCLAT2 works recursively using DFS approach. NCLAT2, is quite similar to ECLAT2 algorithm even though our starting point was Apriori. NCLAT2’s recursive
2

In Eclat implementations we saw mostly recursive implementations and they also use bitsets which we

did not use.
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nature allows for maximal use of system resources.
The apriori trie implementation keeps a tidlist vector instead of flat set in the map.
Map has item t, an unordered integer as key which represents an item and a vector for the
transaction numbers where the item occurs. That is, we have created a tidlist of transactions
from the database where each unique item is represented with a map < key, vector <
T1 , T2 , T3 , ... >>. From these tidlists, we create each unique candidate key on the trie,
that is, each node has a key representing the 1-itemset and a vector with tidlists for that
itemset. Once all the candidates are created, infrequent 1-itemsets are removed and we only
have frequent 1-itemsets on the trie. The transactions containing a given itemset are stored
directly in the trie. During the counting of 1-itemsets, a vector of transactions is built up
for each 1-itemset in the trie which is then used to build a vector of transactions for each
2-itemset. Please see the Figure 3.1 below for an example for NCLAT1 process.
Counts are done as follows:
• If 1-itemset, look at the size of vector.
• If 2 or more itemsets, use set intersection function from the standard library.

3.4.1

NCLAT1 (BFS Approach)

Now, starting from the very left 1-itemset node, we join frequent itemsets using intersection operation to create a 2-level itemset which we only place on the trie if it is frequent,
i.e. we check it with intersection and see whether the number of itemsets intersect is >=
minimum support count. We continue the same way from left to right and create and insert
2 level frequent itemsets on trie. Starting from 3rd level, we only join the itemsets if the
immediate parent has at least 2 children and we only create a node for the joined itemset
on the trie if the joined itemset is frequent.
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We have built the trie data structure level by level using two iterators.

NCLAT1 Algorithm - Key Steps:
Steps:
1. Create a vertical dataset (tidlists) from the input transactions and store them in vectors.
2. Using tidlists create 1-itemsets nodes in the trie where each node has a key and a
vector of tidlists.
3. Prune the candidate 1-itemsets smaller than the support threshold at the end of layer
1. Support count is found by using size of vector of each node.
4. For all 1-itemset nodes in the trie, join left node with all of the nodes on its right hand
side one at a time and create a child node (branch) on the left node if the number of
vector intersection count (i.e. tidlists) of two nodes >= support count (No candidates
are created for 2 or more itemsets).
5. For joining two nodes to create 3-frequent itemsets, join them and insert on the trie
only if their parent has more than two children and count of their intersect tidlists >=
minimum support count.

3.4.2

NCLAT2 (DFS Approach)

NCLAT2 algorithm is similar to the process of NCLAT1 but instead of using breadth first
search (BFS) approach, it uses dept first search (DFS) which suits well for multi-threading.
Steps:
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Algorithm 1: NCLAT1
Input: Transaction database
Output: All of the frequent itemsets
1

Built tidlists from transaction database /* Transaction data is sorted in
lexicographic order with no repetition of any items.

2

*/

Create 1-itemsets nodes in the trie using tidlists where each node has a key and a
vector of tidlists
/* we use here vector because all of the transactions are coming in sorted order. */

3
4

for each 1-itemset in trie do
if 1-itemset support count < minimum support then
remove 1-itemset from trie /* Support count is found by using size of vector

5

of each node.
6

*/

for all 1-itemset nodes in the trie do

7

Join left node with all of the nodes on its right hand side one at a time

8

if the number of vector intersection (i.e. tidlists) of two nodes >= to support
count then
Create a child node (branch) on the left node /* No candidates are created

9

for 2 or more itemsets
10

k=2

11

while At least one of the k-itemset has child >= 2 do

12
13

for each k-itemsets in trie do
if k-itemset has 2 or more children then
Join left child node with all the children of its siblings

14

/* one at a time!
15

if joined (k + 1)-itemset >= support count then

16

Create a new node on trie for (k + 1)-itemset
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17

*/

k++

*/

Figure 3.1: NCLAT1 (Example).
1. Create a vertical dataset (tidlists) from the input transactions and store them in vectors.
2. Children of nodes are stored as vectors.
3. Detach each vector of tidlists from nodes and send it to Boost thread pool (multithreading feature).
4. Each thread goes depth first and finds all frequent itemsets for that node.
5. If nothing references to the tidlist in the thread remove the tidlist data.
Please note that, once the trie is built, all frequent itemsets are found and inserted on trie.
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3.5

Probabilistic Methods

1. Apriori Bloom Filter
2. Apriori Count-Min Sketch

3.5.1

Apriori Bloom Filter (BF)

Our bloom filter implementation is based on the one described by Qiu et al. [49] with
the following variations:
• Our BF implementation is not using a a private key to preserve privacy.
• We do not have a client server relationship where a client has a need to keep the data
private unlike the ones described in [49].
Among probably other implementation details, these two reasons might tell why there is
big discrepancy in terms of runtime with Qiu et al.’s runtime.
In our bloom filter implementation, we have inserted each transaction in a bloom filter.
Apriori bloomfilter in our implementation, represents the database transactions as vector of
bloom filters where each transaction is stored in a bloom filter. Bloom filter size and number
of hash functions were based on the size of the biggest number of elements in any transaction
in the database and it was calculated in advance. We used 128 bits Cityhash hash function
and bloom filter size, i.e. m = 210 bits, and k = 7 hash functions. Cityhash is used to create
the first hash value. Subsequent 2nd and further hash values are created using the second
half of the binary value of this hash value to be added to the previous binary number.
Counts are done using subset check of a pattern (itemset) in the transactions where
intersection operation used for the itemset being a subset of a transaction where both pattern
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and a transaction(s) are the same size bit array bloom filters. In order to join itemsets,
iterators are used. Frequent itemsets are also kept in vector of bloom filters where each
itemset is kept in a separate bloom filter. Finally, all frequent itemsets are converted to
human readable form at the end.
Overall, our implementation of the Apriori bloom filters works similarly to the one described by Qiu et al. [49]. We used the same semantics to add items to each bloom filter
representing an itemset. To generate candidate itemsets we kept a vector for each layer
marking changes in bases which allowed us to constrain candidate generation to only pairs
of itemsets sharing bases. This method also allowed us to keep from converting between
bloom filter and itemsets between levels.
Our bloom filter implementation does not seem to have any substantial advantage over
any of the other implementations, except for the possibility of some data privacy which
can be achieved by simply adding a private key to the transactions before hashing them.
However, it must be noted that the bloom filter approach produces a fair number of false
positives, but that is dependent on the settings of the bloom filter used.

3.5.2

Apriori - Count-Min Sketch

Count-min sketch is an approximate solution for counting itemsets as they arrive from
a stream of data in real time. We use hash values to place an itemsets’ hash value on the
sketch which may possibly have collisions. Applying join operation of Apriori using countmin sketch gets complicated as the infrequent itemsets needs to be removed from the sketch
which may affect the other itemsets’s overlapping hash vaues.
We have implemented count-min sketch algorithm as Apriori-style where we had to keep
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a separate list of frequent itemsets for generation of their supersets because it is not possible
to generate itemsets from a sketch. The sketch could only be used to find the count of an
itemset. However, we believe that the memory usage required to keep both the sketches and
itemset list (stored as a trie) in memory would be so high as to make the advantages of this
aproach invalid.

3.6
3.6.1

Experimental Results
Data Generation

We have used three datasets in our experiments. The two datasets: T10I4D100K and
T40I10D100K that are used in our tests are synthetic data generated by IBM Almaden Quest
research group [6] with each 100K transactions and 10 and 40 average transactions per line
respectively. The third dataset, retail [67], is an anonymized retail data from a Belgium
anonymized retail store donated by Tom Brijs with 88162 transactions with average size of
10.3 and 16470 distinct items.

3.6.2

1st Set of Tests:

All experiments were conducted on a Linux system running a i7-2600 processor with 32GB
of RAM. The configuration of the bloom filters used depended on the dataset being tested.
Optimal configurations were used where the expected number of items was determined by
the size of the biggest transaction in the dataset with a false positive rate of 10-7. Despite
the fact that bloom filters cannot perfectly express set membership, only a single test case
reported inaccurate results (T40I10D100K@minsup=3%) where it inaccurately reported two
itemsets out of 793.
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While the running times were much slower for 2 datasets, i.e. T40I10D100K and retail
comparing to Borgelt’s run, runtime for T10I4D100 run for multi-threaded (parallel implementation) was comparable to Borgelts results with approximately only 1.5x to 2x slower
than the running time of Borgelt’s code. See Table 3.1 for details and other runs for remaining datasets.
On the other hand, the multi-threaded implementation was approximately 7x faster
than the single threaded one and 2.5x faster than Apriori bloom filter implementation for
T40I10D100K, 5x and 3.5x faster than them for T10I4D100K and 6x and 4x times faster for
retail data (see Table 3.1).
Test cases were run with 3, 5, 10, 20 percent support thresholds for all of the 3 datasets for
all of the 3 algorithms and Borgelt’s with the summary of the results are shown in Figure 3.2.
Apriori runs for single-threaded implementation vs bloom filter implementation in seconds
against T10I4D100K dataset is shown in Figure 3.3 and Apriori runs for multi-threaded implementation vs Borgelt’s implementation in seconds against T10I4D100K dataset is shown
in Figure 3.4.

Table 3.1: Multiple Apriori runs using 3 different datasets in seconds.
We have presented 3 different implementations of Apriori algorithm: Apriori-basic (single60

Figure 3.2: Apriori implementations and their running times for all algorithms against all
three datasets in seconds.

Figure 3.3: Apriori runs for single-threaded implementation vs bloom filter implementation
in seconds against T10I4D100K dataset.
threaded and multi-threaded), Apriori trie and Apriori bloom filter algorithms. We have
compared their run times with each other as well as with that of Borgelt’s C implementation.
We used three datasets in our experiments, two of which are synthetic, generated data by
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Figure 3.4: Apriori runs for multi-threaded implementation vs Borgelt’s implementation in
seconds against T10I4D100K dataset.
IBM Quest Data Generator [6] with 100K transaction and the third dataset (retail) [67]
had 88162 transactions. Support thresholds were 3, 5, 10 and 20 percent. Typically, all our
implementations ran much more slowly as we approached close to 0 support level.
One observation is that our bloom filter implementation did better in terms of running
time than the single-threaded implementation. See Figure 3.3. While we were not directly
comparing our results with that of Qiu et al.’s privacy preserving association rule mining
using bloom filter paper [49], where their implementation is 70x slower than a typical Apriori
implementation, having our bloom filter implementation run faster than single threaded one
was very good. We observed the best results running against T10I4D100K dataset where
average transaction size is 10 with 16740 unique items with 4 maximal itemsets and 100K
transactions.
Another interesting observation is that our multi-threaded implementation was consistently faster than both single-threaded and bloom filter implementations for all three datasets
for all support thresholds.
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3.6.3

2nd Set of Tests:

Apriori runs with runtime and memory results:
In this 2nd set of tests, (see Table 3.2), we use the same datasets as the ones above with
the same support thresholds. We removed Apriori basic single-threaded implementation and
included Apriori trie implementation instead. Hence, we tested and compared Apriori basic
multi-threaded implementation, Apriori bloom filter, Apriori trie and Borgelt’s results. We
also checked peak memory usage in all of our tests in addition to runtimes. We compared
the results with one of the best known implementions [14].
In this set of tests, (see Table 3.2), Apriori trie implementation runtimes were closer to
those of Borgelts’s for T10I4D100K and Retail datasets particularly as the support percent
increases. But still, there was big gap in the results of Borgelt’s and the result of all of
the others (see Figure 3.6). Basic was multi-threaded basic implementation in this set of
tests which has always been better than single threaded and bloom filter implementations.
Trie implementation runtimes were better than both basic multi-threaded and bloom filter
implementations for all of the datasets and for all support thresholds (see Table 3.4).
Memory usage was the worst for bloom filter implementation for all datasets (see Table
3.3). Basic (multi-threaded) used less peak memory than bloom filter implementation but
still it was more than those of trie’s and Borgelt’s peak memory usage. Overall all memory
usage increased as the support threshold got closer to 0. And finally trie’s peak memory
usage was slighly better than that of Borgelt’s (see Table 3.3 and Figure 3.5).

3.6.4

Trie Tests: 1st Set of Tests:

Table 3.5 below compares three trie implementations we have written. While Apriori
trie implementation runtime improved from 35 seconds to 14.34 seconds and then to 6.81
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Table 3.2: Apriori runtime and memory usage for 4 Apriori implementation using 3 different
datasets with 4 different thresholds in seconds.

Table 3.3: Peak memory usage comparison of different Apriori implementations.
seconds for our larger dataset T40I10D100K for 3% support threshold, Borgelt’s results were
still much better in terms of runtime. We did not capture the data for peak memory usage
for Borgelt’s runs in this set of tests.
Overall, trie tidlist implementation ran much faster than Apriori (SI) and Original trie
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Table 3.4: Runtime comparison of different Apriori implementations.

Figure 3.5: Peak memory usage comparison of different Apriori implementations.
implementation and Apriori (SI) did better than Original trie implementation. Figure 3.7
shows that tidlist implementation clearly did much better than those of Original and Apriori
(SI) when we approach to 0 support threshold. As we moved towards larger 20% support
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Figure 3.6: Runtime comparison of different Apriori implementations vs Borgelt’s implementation in seconds against 3 datasets with 4 different support threshold.
.
threshold, all three implementations performed similar to eachother. For Figure 3.8 runs,
Apriori Tidlist performed much better than the other implementations for all support thresholds. Apriori SI and Original perfrormed similar to eachother after support threshold 5%.
For the Retail dataset runs 3.9, tidlist implementation was by far much faster than the
others.
Peak memory usage was similar and slightly mixed for T40I10D100K dataset 3.10 for all
3 runs. On the other hand, tidlist implementation used less peak memory for T10I4D100K
and Retail datasets than the other two implementations 3.11, 3.12.
Overall, as we move closer to 0 support threshold Apriori Tidlist (TID) implementation
ran significantly faster as well as used less peak memory than the other implementations
(see Table 3.5).
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Type

File

3%

5%

10%

20%

Time Mem Time Mem Time Mem Time Mem
(s)
(MB)
(s)
(MB)
(s)
(MB)
(s)
(MB)
Original T40I10D100K

w/ SI

w/ TID

Borgelt

35.26

47.93

14.51

40.96

2.19

36.90

0.37

36.66

T10I4D100K

0.35

13.15

0.15

13.05

0.11

13.05

0.11

13.05

retail

0.27

13.17

0.19

13.17

0.18

13.17

0.15

13.17

T40I10D100K 14.34

47.93

3.78

40.94

0.82

36.90

0.36

36.66

T10I4D100K

0.23

13.15

0.13

13.05

0.11

13.05

0.11

13.05

retail

0.25

13.17

0.19

13.17

0.17

13.17

0.15

13.17

T40I10D100K

6.81

38.64

3.51

38.64

0.88

38.64

0.49

38.64

T10I4D100K

0.20

11.76

0.15

11.76

0.15

11.76

0.15

11.76

retail

0.20

11.57

0.19

11.57

0.19

11.57

0.19

11.57

T40I10D100K

0.32

*

0.27

*

0.19

*

0.14

*

T10I4D100K

0.05

*

0.04

*

0.03

*

0.03

*

retail

0.06

*

0.07

*

0.09

*

0.06

*

Table 3.5: Trie Implementations compared. Notes: w/ SI refers to the use of a set intersection, w/ TID refers to the use of TID lists (tidlists) over a normal transaction list, Time
refers to elapsed (wall clock) time, and Mem refers to peak memory consumed measured in
MB. * We have not measured the memory consumed by Borgelt’s algorithm.

3.6.5

Trie Tests: 2nd Set of Tests:

We have improved the tidlist implementation much further from Original to SI, then to
Tidlist and then to Tidlist Multi-threaded. We call them in this set of tests trie1, trie2,
NCLAT1 and NCLAT2. Here we have improved tidlist implementation to Near-Candidateless tidlist implementation and its multi-threaded version.
Test results as follows: For 3% support threshold runs for all 4 implementations for
T10I4D100K and T40I10D100K datasets, NCLAT2-MT (multi-threaded version) run was
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Figure 3.7: Apriori run for all supports for 3 different trie implementations for T40I10D100K.

Figure 3.8: Apriori run for all supports for 3 different trie implementations for T10I4D100K.
about 4-5x faster than NCLAT1 which is about 3x faster than trie2 (SI) and trie2 was about
2x faster than trie1 (Original) 3.13. For Retail dataset 3% run, NCLAT1 and NCLAT2MT and trie1 and trie2 runtimes were also close to eachother. At the same time, NCLAT
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Figure 3.9: Apriori run for all supports for 3 different trie implementations for retail.

Figure 3.10: Apriori peak memory use for all supports for 3 different trie implementations
for T40I10D100K.
implementations were about 20 times faster than than trie1 and trie2 runs 3.15. NCLAT2MT run for T40I10D100K dataset with 5% support threshold was again much faster and
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Figure 3.11: Apriori peak memory use for all supports for 3 different trie implementations
for T10I10D100K.

Figure 3.12: Apriori peak memory use for all supports for 3 different trie implementations
for retail.
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NCLAT1 and trie2 was somehow closer but trie1 was clearly much slower 3.17. In run for
5% against Retail data, while NCLAT1 and NCLAT2-MT performed similar to eachother,
they performed more than 10x faster than trie1 and trie2 runtimes. Trie1 and trie2 also
performed very similar to each other in this run 3.18.
In overall results, we can see that for all percentages and for all datasets, NCLAT2-MT
ran almost close to 0 second. NCLAT1 follows NCLAT2-MT in terms of runtime very closely
but not as fast. Trie2 (SI) seems to perform better than trie1 as we get closer to 0 support
threshold and as the data gets larger 3.19, 3.20, 3.21.
In Figure 3.22 NCLAT1 and NCLAT2 runtimes are compared for the run of T40I40D100K
dataset for all the thresholds. In these tests we see that NCLAT2 is running slightly faster
than NCLAT1 for support threshold 3 and 5 percent but for thresholds greater than 5%,
both algorithms are performing almost the same.
In Figure 3.23 NCLAT1 and NCLAT2 runtimes are compared for the run of T10I40D100K
dataset for all the thresholds. In these tests we see that NCLAT2 is running slightly faster
than NCLAT1 for threshold 3% but for 5% and greater thresholds they perform almost the
same.
In Figure 3.24 NCLAT1 and NCLAT2 runtimes are compared for the run of Retail dataset
for all the thresholds. In these tests we see that NCLAT2 is running slightly faster than
NCLAT1 for support threshold 3% but for 5% and 10% levels NCLAT1 is performing better
and for 20% threshold they are performing similar to eachother.
Finally, Table 3.25 show NCLAT1 and NCLAT2 comparison for runs for all datasets and
for all thresholds. These tests show that NCLAT2 runtimes is slightly better than NCLAT1
runtimes in not all but most of the cases.
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Figure 3.13: Apriori implementations: Trie1, Trie2(SI), NCLAT1 and NCLAT2-MT for
T10I4D100K data for support level 3%.

Figure 3.14: Apriori implementations: Trie1, Trie2(SI), NCLAT1 and NCLAT2-MT for
T40I10D100K data for support level 3%.
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Figure 3.15: Apriori implementations: Trie1, Trie2(SI), NCLAT1 and NCLAT2-MT for
Retail data for support level 3%.

Figure 3.16: Apriori implementations: Trie1, Trie2(SI), NCLAT1 and NCLAT2-MT for
T10I4D100K data for support level 5%.
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Figure 3.17: Apriori implementations: Trie1, Trie2(SI), NCLAT1 and NCLAT2-MT for
T40I10D100K data for support level 5%.

Figure 3.18: Apriori implementations: Trie1, Trie2(SI), NCLAT1 and NCLAT2-MT for
Retail data for support level 5%.
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Figure 3.19: Apriori implementations: Trie1, Trie2(SI), NCLAT1 and NCLAT2-MT for
T10I4D100K data for all support level.

Figure 3.20: Apriori implementations: Trie1, Trie2(SI), NCLAT1 and NCLAT2-MT for
T40I10D100K data for all support level.
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Figure 3.21: Apriori implementations: Trie1, Trie2(SI), NCLAT1 and NCLAT2-MT for
Retail data for all support level.

Figure 3.22: Single threaded runs of NCLAT1 and NCLAT2 for T40I10D100K dataset for
all threshold.
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Figure 3.23: Single threaded runs of NCLAT1 and NCLAT2 for T10I4D100K dataset for all
threshold.

Figure 3.24: Single threaded runs of NCLAT1 and NCLAT2 for retail dataset for all threshold.
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Figure 3.25: Single threaded runs of NCLAT1 and NCLAT2 for 3 datasets and for 4 thresholds.

3.7

Summary

In this chapter we made an experimental study of implementing Apriori algorithm in
various ways using different data structures. Our usage of Boost library’s flat set and STL
vector helped us with our results in many of our implementations. Multi-threaded basic
implementation was much faster than the single-threaded one, hence we started using only
multi-threaded one after the first set of tests.
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The bloom filter approach did not seem to have any advantage over other approaches. It
was substantially slower than other implementations in addition to its use of more memory
than others. Never the less, it is the closest one to be used if privacy or security is a concern
since with additional private key to the data before converting it to bloom filters, data can be
made private and secure. Yet, bloom filter version is also prone to some false positives based
on the parameters used when setting up the bloom filters which should also be considered.
Count-min sketch approach seemed to be more appropriate for streaming data and did
not seem to provide any substantial benefit to justify its use for FPM. count-min sketch was
also sensitive to data deletion as the same sketch is used for various data and deletion might
cause actual values to be deleted inadvertently.
Trie-based algorithms outperformed all of our other implementations in both memory
usage and runtime. We have also introduced a new implementation of Apriori, NCLAT.
NCLAT outperformed all of other implementations with runtime and memory usage and its
results were very close to industry expert Borgelt’s implemention of Apriori.

Thus, in this chapter we have introduced NCLAT algorithm as well as other implementations of Apriori algorithm. NCLAT algorithm is fast and efficient implementations of Apriori
algorithm which utilizes tidlists and intersection for joining and counting itemsets. NCLAT
scans the database only once and creates candidate itemsets only for level 1 for unique itemsets. We have two versions of NCLAT: NCLAT1 which uses BFS method and NCLAT2
uses DFS method. We have also explored probabilistic implementations of Apriori algorithm using bloom filter and count-min sketch. Our conclusion is that bloom filter approach
can be best used with a private key for privacy preservation and count-min sketch implementation of Apriori can probably be best utilized and could be an option for streaming data.
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Chapter 4
Incremental FPM Approaches and
Comparative Studies Including
UWEP and UWEP2
Association rule mining is a common technique used in discovering interesting frequent
patterns in data acquired in various application domains. The search space combinatorically
explodes as the size of the data increases. Furthermore, new transactions come and are
added to old transactions periodically. Hence, while finding the association rules efficiently
is an important problem, maintaining and updating them is also crucial. There are several
algorithms written to update or maintain the existing frequent itemsets and association rules.
One of them is UWEP (Update Large Itemsets With Early Pruning) [7].
This chapter introduces Incremental Frequent Itemset Mining approach and related algorithms, then gives detailed description of one of the algorithms (UWEP) and its single and
parallel (multi-threaded) implementation and empirical results. Furthermore, we will show
why an incremental algorithm, UWEP, is more efficient than the classic Apriori algorithm
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to maintain or update the association rules. In addition we have created an improved and
updated version of UWEP algorithm which is UWEP2. UWEP2 corrects a minor bug we
found in UWEP and creates higher efficiency in terms of number of function calls, candidates
generated, processed and counted. UWEP2 is superior to UWEP in terms of number of old
and new databases scanned and number of candidates generated. UWEP2 scans the original database zero times and scans the increment at most once. We have also implemented
multi-threaded version of UWEP2 which makes the algorithm runs 4-6 times faster.

4.1

Introduction

Association rule mining is finding patterns (co-occurrences) in the transaction database.
There are many algorithms [3, 5] proposed to deal with this problem. One of the classic
algorithms is Apriori, an iterative, breadth-first, level-wise algorithm with join steps and
candidate generation. Apriori requires full scan of the database at each level. Given that
the set of k-itemset can be grouped into k levels, we would need to scan the database k
times. If the data is static, that is if it never gets updated, running one of the classical
algorithms, such as Apriori will suffice to discover association rules. But in real world new
transactions are added to existing database every day, hence, old association rules need to
get updated, eliminated or new association rules get emerged. Therefore, it is not efficient
or practical to run Apriori for the entire dataset to maintain the association rules each time
the database gets updated. In order to deal with periodic or continuous data increases in the
transaction databases, incremental association rule algorithms came into existence [20], [21],
[40]. One of these algorithms is UWEP –Update With Early Pruning [7]. UWEP creates and
counts minimum number of candidate itemsets. It reads the existing database at most once
and the new database exactly once. Furthermore, it prunes the itemsets and its supersets
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immediately after it knows that an itemset is small, or not frequent.
We are studying these two algorithms, Apriori and UWEP to show that each time the
database gets updated it is more efficient to run an incremental algorithm on the incremental
data than to run a classic algorithm such as Apriori on the entire dataset. In addition,
database scan is one of the major costly operations in finding frequent itemsets, hence, the
greater the number of times a database gets accessed and scanned, the more time it will
take to find the association rules. Apriori scans a database for each level –i.e. for a database
with the size of frequent (k − 1)-itemset, it needs to scan database k times. In UWEP,
the old database is scanned at most once while the increment, the new additional data, is
scanned exactly once. In addition, it is important not to wait until to come to a particular
level in order to prune infrequent itemsets. Apriori waits for the appropriate level, UWEP
takes action immediately when it realizes that an itemset is infrequent and removes all of
the itemsets’ supersets.

4.1.1

Layout of the Chapter

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section 4.2, we will describe incremental
frequent itemset problem. In Section 4.3, we will describe related work. In Section 4.4 we
will explain UWEP algorithm in detail including the bug fixes and modification in UWEP2.
In Section 4.5 we will explain the experimental results and datasets used. We will conclude
the chapter with Section 4.6.
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4.2

Incremental Frequent Itemset Mining

Businesses analyze relationships among products. These relationships are created from
large amounts of data to make the correct business decisions. Association rule (AR) mining
looks for finding these interesting relationships among data within the large datasets which
is a computationaly expensive operation. Even though these rules are found, the new data
still continues to come and gets added to the existing databases or existing data gets updated
or even deleted –hence changing the already found association rules.
New data is flowing into the existing storages constantly. Extracted information, such
as association rules, gets updated and sometimes becomes more significant, other times it
might become outdated and becomes less important. Because of this, existing association
rules might disappear or new rules might emerge. That is, if the datasets get updated, the
association rules extracted from it may change: some old rules may disappear and meanwhile
new rules might come to existence. In other words, frequent itemsets may become infrequent
and infrequent ones may become frequent.
One of the ways to find the rules in the updated database is to run an AR mining
algorithm again on this combined or updated dataset but this is not efficient as all of the
previous efforts and computation will be wasted. Hence, it is undesirable and inefficient to
find all of the rules from scratch. Instead, using the previously found rules and only scan
the new data or updated data to find and update the existing relationships is a much more
efficient and logical solution.
Incremental association rule mining algorithms exist for this reason. They use previously
discovered information to integrate new data and find new rules or update the existing ones
[20, 39]. In other words, incremental association rule mining algorithms look for an efficient
and effective way to update the previously found association rules as the new (incremental)
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data comes in periodicaly without scanning the previous large dataset which is already
scanned and processed [55].

4.3

Related Work

There are two groups of incremental algorithms: Apriori based and tree based [55]. Since
UWEP is based on Apriori based algorithms we will be focusing on those as well.

4.3.1

Apriori-based Incremental Algorithms

There are several Apriori-based algorithms:
• FUP
• FUP2
• UWEP

FUP (Fast Update)
FUP [20] uses the information about the old rules created prior to the update of the
database. FUP is found to be 2-16 times faster than creating the whole set of rules using
DHP (Direct Hashing and Pruning) [43] or Apriori. One of the strengths of FUP is that
it reduces the number of generated candidate itemsets. Comparing to DHP, the size of
candidates in FUP is 2 − 5% of DHP.
FUP algorithm is similar to Apriori and DHP algorithms. It is based on iterative steps.
In each step the new step is created from the previously selected large itemsets. The major
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differences of FUP from Apriori and DHP is that after each level FUP scans the db (i.e.
the increment) to get the new count for existing large itemsets to determine whether they
are still large itemsets or not after the update. Since the count for large itemsets is already
known from the previous calculations, only the increment, db, gets scanned, candidates, Ck
itemsets are created for db and these are counted for the support information of the itemsets
in DB. Before any updates are done for the itemsets in DB, the candidates are pruned from
Ck and at each iteration, this pruning makes the database smaller [20].
FUP is an insertion algorithm as it only considers for new incremental data being added to
the existing data. Deletions of transactions are not considered. Main point of the algorithm
is:
• If a large itemset X in D’s support in DB + db < minSup then X becomes infrequent.
• Infrequent X in D can be frequent only if X’s support in db is greater than minSup.
• If a subset of itemset X becomes infrequent, itemset X becomes infrequent too.
This is one of the ways FUP reduces the number of candidate itemsets. FUP is an
iterative algorithm which scans the increment only once on the k th iteration. If an itemset
is in the original large itemsets (LIS), it is only checked in the increment. That is, FUP is
based on Apriori only scans the db to start. Only in one of the 4 cases it also scans DB – the
original database, when the item is frequent in the increment but infrequent in the original
DB. In other 3 cases, when the itemset is frequent, infrequent in both or when it is frequent
in the original DB, then, it only scans db – the increment [23].
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FUP2:
FUP2 [21] is similar to FUP in terms of insertion but adds features for transaction
deletion as well. In addition to FUP algorithm, the basic idea is:
• If a candidate itemset Ck is frequent in the deleted transactions, then it must be
infrequent in the remaining original transactions.
• If candidate itemset Ck is also infrequent in the added transactions then it must be
infrequent in the updated database as well.
FUP2 also considers deletion of transactions in addition to insertion as in the case in FUP.
FUP2 separates candidate itemsets (Ck ) into two groups in each iteration. For example, in
k th iteration, it will have Ck1 and Ck2 where Ck1 is the group which intersects with Lk and
Ck2 is the remaining candidate itemsets which does not exist in Lk . (Please note that Lk
stands for large or frequent k th itemset and Ck stands for k th candidate itemset). Both FUP
and FUP2 has poor performance [23].
FUP and FUP2 scan the DB twice and generate candidates not efficiently because FUP
requires more than 2 DB scan in the worst case and FUP2 requires two complete inefficient
database scan.

4.4
4.4.1

UWEP Algorithm
Overview

If the data is static, that is if it never gets updated, running one of the classical algorithms, such as Apriori will suffice to discover association rules. But in real world, new
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transactions are added to existing database every day or even every minute or second, hence,
old association rules need to get updated, eliminated or new association rules get emerged.
Therefore, it is not efficient or practical to run Apriori for the entire dataset to maintain the
association rules each time the database gets updated. In order to deal with periodic or continuous data increases in the transaction databases, incremental association rule algorithms
came into existence [7, 20, 21, 40, 51].
One of these algorithms is UWEP - Update With Early Pruning. UWEP reads the
existing database at most once and the new database exactly once. Furthermore, it prunes
the itemsets and its supersets immediately after it knows that an itemset is small, or not
frequent.
UWEP prunes an itemset and its supersets immediately after it knows that the frequent
itemset in the original database is infrequent in the updated database. It also creates candidates only if an itemset is frequent in the increment and in the updated database which
reduces the number of candidates significantly [7].
UWEP is based on FUP and FUP2 but it is more efficient. It scans the original DB
at most once, and the increment, db, exactly once. It creates and counts minimal number
of candidate itemsets. By look ahead pruning strategy it not only removes the candidate
itemsets which are infrequent but also its supersets also get removed too immediately once an
itemset is known to be infrequent. UWEP keeps all transactions on a vertical representation,
tidlist format in memory. This can potentially be a problem if the dataset is too large. In
original UWEP implementation, it is stated that UWEP uses hash table and queues as its
data structures to fast count the occurrence of itemsets [7, 23].
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4.4.2

UWEP Basics

UWEP is proposed to update large itemsets efficiently by considering previously discovered itemsets. It can be useful in deciding emerging itemsets. UWEP scans the old database
at most once and the new database exactly once. It also creates and counts minimum number
of candidate itemsets. This is accomplished by:

1. Pruning an itemset immediately after it is understood to be small in the updated db
(look-ahead pruning strategy).
2. Keeping the candidate set as small as possible.

UWEP algorithm outperforms other incremental update algorithms in terms of the number of times the db scanned and the number of candidates generated and counted [7].
When we get incremental data we have two choices:

1. Run Apriori on the entire data.
2. Run UWEP for each increment.

What is needed?
We need to know whether itemset X in DB and db are large (frequent) or small (infrequent)

We have four possible scenarios in Table 4.1.

Finding the support count from tidlist for itemset X using intersection:
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LIDB

LIdb

LIDB+db

Explanation

L

L

L

//If large in DB and db then large in DBdb

L

S

?

//We can not tell. Count X in DB + db using tidlists

S

L

?

//We can not tell. Count X in DB + db using tidlists

S

S

S

//If small in DB and db then small in DBdb

Table 4.1: We need to know whether DB and db are large (L) or small (S).
Suppose X is ABC.
Then, support (ABC) = |T ID(A) ∩ T ID(B) ∩ T ID(C)|

For example:
If: A : 1, 2, 3
B : 2, 3, 5, 6
C : 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

Support(ABC) =1 as the minimum intersection of this set is 1 – i.e. they only occur in
transaction 3 all together, therefore the support count for this set is 1.
Example:
Let’s say n = 1000 and n0 = 100, minsup = 5%.

Then, we know that for DB we need support count >= 50 and for db supportcount >= 5
i.e. support count(DBdb) >= 55
Let’s assume:
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LDB = 50, Ldb = 4, then LDB+db = 54 //small (S)
LDB = 58, Ldb = 4, then LDB+db = 62 //large (L)

How to implement UWEP:
Given DB, LDB with support count,
Step 1:
Apply apriori on db, get Ldb with support count and tidlist
Step 2:
Combine Given info + Step 1

1
Cdb
= all 1-itemsets in db with support > 0

1
P runeSet = L1DB − Cdb

e.g. A, B, C, D, E, F − D, E, F = A, B, C is in L in DB
Is S in db (with support = 0)

If an itemset is large in DB and has support count enough for DB + db, then, prune db
for all the subsets of db for that itemset.

Algorithm UWEP has the following inputs: DB, db, LDB , |DB|, |db| and minsup. The
output that we are interested in is LDB+db . The whole lists of terms used in UWEP and
their definitions are listed in Table 4.2. Please note that support or minsup for DB and db
are assumed to be the same.
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Notation

Description

DB

Original database

db

Incremental database

LDB

Large itemsets from original database

Ldb

Large itemsets from incremental database

LDB+db

Large itemsets from combined database

LkA

Large k-itemset in set A

CAk

Candidate k-itemset in set A

PruneSet

Large itemset in DB not exists in db

Unchecked

Large itemsets in DB which are not counted in db yet

Table 4.2: UWEP and UWEP2 algorithm notations and their description [7].
Algorithm UWEP has the following 5 steps:

1. Counting 1-itemsets in db and creating a tidlist for each item in db.
2. Checking the large itemsets in DB whose items are absent in db and their supersets
for largeness in DB + db.
3. Checking the large itemsets in db for largeness in DB + db.
4. Checking the large itemsets in DB that are not counted over db for largeness in DB+db.
5. Generating the candidate set from the set of large itemsets obtained in the previous
step.

UWEP pseudo-code can be found at [7].
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4.4.3

UWEP2

In UWEP2 we have the following changes or additions:
1. New transactions (incremental data) is transposed and added to the original tidlist
which is kept in memory. For example: we have DB, db and tidlist below (see Tables
4.3, 4.4, 4.5), from left to right respectively. TID = 5 is the split pointer value which
we can use to separate DB and db which makes it more efficient to find TIDs for a
given itemset in the entire tidlist. In addition, DB + db will become DB for the next
run, so this combining them at the beginning saves time later.
2. Tidlists are stored in Boost flat set (ordered vector) which keeps all transaction in
order and allow us to differentiate DB from db without keeping them in a separate
container. Since DB and db are in a contiguous memory location, this will help with
caching and performance.
3. Candidate itemsets are created in trie (prefix tree) for compactness, to save memory
and easy search, insertion and deletion. Typically candidate itemsets are the biggest
itemsets among the other itemsets. Nevertheless, we also use trie for frequent itemsets
as well.
4. In each trie node we keep the support count of an itemset for both DB and db. We
also keep track of the increment counts (iteration) and support count of itemsets for
each iteration. This allows us to do lazy evaluation, i.e. if we already know that a
previously calculated support count of an itemset is greater than the required minsup,
we do not need count the new support count.
5. There was a minor bug in original UWEP where ”and” should be ”or” so that even if
original LDB is empty, we still check Cdb for the support count and determine whether
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those itemsets are large or not (line 12) 4.1.

Item

TIDs

TID

Items purchased

1

1, 2, 6

1

1, 2, 3

2

1, 3, 4, 5, 6

2

1, 3, 4

TID

Items purchased

3

1, 2, 3, 5

3

2, 3, 4

5

2, 3, 5

4

2, 3

4

2, 5

6

1, 2

5

4, 5

Table 4.5: An example of
Table 4.3: An example of

Table 4.4: An example of

tidlist with DB and db

dataset (DB).

incremental data (db).

combined.

4.5

Experimental Results

We have UWEP, UWEP cache, UWEP-MT (multi-threaded) and UWEP2 runs. In
addition, we have trie1, trie2, NCLAT1 and NCLAT2 implementations. Below we will be
comparing them to eachother and present the findings. Please note that UWEP has 20
different incremental points for a single run due to Uwep split. Apriori does not have the
same nature, so we have created a single run of Apriori with 20 same vertical points so that
it is comparable to UWEP runs.
UWEP splits were determined by splitting the same file and running initial part of
the dataset for DB (original run), and the second part, db, the increment, using a processed transaction id marker. This marker is used to determine where DB process ends and
where the increment, db starts.
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Figure 4.1: UWEP Algorithm.
In the first Figure, 4.2, we have compared UWEP, UWEP-MT, NCLAT1, NCLAT2
and Apriori-SI (Set Intersection) runs for dataset T40I10D100K for support 3%. In this
run UWEP represents single threaded run. Fair comparison can be made with UWEP
and Apriori-SI as both of them are single threaded implementations as well as they are
not candidate-less. In this UWEP run, UWEP performs better than Apriori-SI. NCLAT1
performs better but it is expected because it is candidate-less implementation, but UWEP
is not candidate-less. UWEP-MT (multi-threaded) clearly performs better than all in this
run.
When the support percentage gets more restricted to 5% from 3% as in the second Figure
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4.3, Apriori-SI runtime is very close to UWEP runtime, but UWEP-MT performs better than
all including NCLAT1.
In Figure 4.4, we are comparing UWEP and UWEP-MT for even more restricted support
thresholds, 10% and 20%. In support threshold 10% runs, UWEP-MT is clearly running
faster than single threaded UWEP run. But for much more restricted threshold 20% run,
single-threaded UWEP seems to run slightly faster than multi-threaded run. This might
be because single threaded UWEP does not have the same overhead that multi-threaded
UWEP does, and since 20% is very restrictive, very few itemsets qualify for it and the total
run is very quick, finishes in milli-seconds.
In Figure 4.5, we compare only UWEP-MT for all 4 different thresholds. The closer to 0
the support threshold, the greater the time the run takes, but as we get towards 20% support
threshold, both 10% and 20% thresholds are in milli-seconds, hence smaller the difference.
In Figure 4.6, UWEP and UWEP-MT runs for the same dataset and 3% shows the
superiority of parallel UWEP-MT. In this set of runs UWEP-MT performs approximately
3.5 - 4.0 times faster than UWEP.
In Figure 4.7, we have a single UWEP run for T40I10D100K dataset for support 3%.
We observed here that when the increment starts from 0 percent, there is nothing to run
because there is no increment. But immediately after we start with the first increment at
0.05%, then, the runtime goes to 6.98 seconds. Runtime peaks when the increment reaches
to 60% at 7.5 seconds and then goes down to 7.27 seconds gradually as we reach 100 percent
incremental run.
In Figure 4.8, we are comparing UWEP, UWEP-MT, UWEP2, Trie1, Trie2, NCLAT1
and NCLAT2 for dataset T40I10D100K and for support threshold 3%. UWEP did better
than trie1 (original trie) and trie2 (set intersection). UWEP2-MT did better than all except
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NCLAT2 which is the multi-threaded, DFS implementation of NCLAT1. UWEP2-MT was
better than UWEP-MT.
In Figure 4.9, UWEP2-MT which is not candidate-less incremental implementation performed better than all of the implementations except NCLAT2 multi-threaded version which
is Near-Candidate-less implementation. All UWEP implementations performed better than
trie2 which is Apriori(SI).
UWEP
UWEP-MT
NCLAT1
NCLAT2
Apriori-SI

time(s)

15

10

5

0

0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
uwep − split(%)

1

Figure 4.2: UWEP, UWEP-MT(Multi-threaded), NCLAT1, NCLAT2, Apriori-SI(Set Intersection) run for all splits and for support level 3% for T40I10D100K.txt.

4.6

Summary

In this chapter have have introduced incremental association rule mining, why it is needed
and went through the basics of incremental frequent item mining and existing work in this
field.
We have implemented UWEP single and multi-threaded ways. Results show that UWEP
is running faster than classic Apriori as seen in Apriori trie based SI implementation which is
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UWEP
UWEP-MT
NCLAT
Apriori-SI

4
time(s)

3
2
1
0

0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
uwep − split(%)

1

Figure 4.3: UWEP, UWEP-MT(Multi-threaded), NCLAT, Apriori-SI(Set Intersection) run
for all splits and for support level 5% for T40I10D100K.txt.
1.2

UWEP-s10
UWEP-MT-s10
UWEP-s20
UWEP-MT-s20

1
time(s)

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0

0.2

0.4 0.6 0.8
uwep-split(%)

1

Figure 4.4: UWEP and UWEP-MT run for all splits for support level 10% and 20% for
T40I10D100K.txt.
also a very efficient algorithm. However, UWEP may not be compared to our newly proposed
NCLAT algorithm because NCLAT is Near Candidate-less approach hence, other than level
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UWEP-MT-s3
UWEP-MT-s5
UWEP-MT-s10
UWEP-MT-s20

time(s)
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uwep-split(%)
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Figure 4.5: UWEP Parallel (multi threaded) runs for all splits and for all support levels for
T40I10D100K.txt.
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Figure 4.6: UWEP and UWEP Multi-threaded run for all splits for 3% support level for
T40I10D100K.txt.
1, it does not create any candidates but UWEP creates candidates hence their approach is
fundamentally different to compare them fairly.
In addition, we have created a more efficient version of UWEP, which is UWEP2. UWEP2
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Figure 4.7: UWEP run for all splits for T40I10D100K.dat for support 3%.
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UWEP-MT
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Figure 4.8: UWEP, UWEP-MT, UWEP2, Trie1, Trie2, NCLAT1, NCLAT2 run for all splits
and for support level 3% for T40I10D100K.txt.
fixed a minor bug in UWEP as well as put more conditional execution and earlier pruning
and attempt to find the frequent itemsets in the combined DB + db.
In summary, Incremental Frequent Itemset Mining approaches are widely used and there
are many applications of them. One of the main purpose of this dissertation is to investigate
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Figure 4.9: UWEP, UWEP-MT UWEP2-MT, Trie1, Trie2, NCLAT1, nclat2, nclat2-MT run
for all splits and for support level 3% for T40I10D100K.txt.
frequent and incremental frequent itemset mining algorithms and make them more efficient.
Overall, this chapter compares frequent itemset mining to incremental frequent itemset
mining. UWEP2 improves UWEP by scanning the DB zero times and the increment db at
most once.
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Chapter 5
Other Relevant Work: Double-Hash
Since Frequent itemset mining (FIM) is first introduced in 1993 by Agrawal [3], there
are a lot of research done, papers written in FIM. But all of this work focused on structured
data where the data was organized in transactions, no item was repeating in a transaction,
number of unique items and maximum and average size of transactions were typically known
in advance. Furthermore, Apriori like algorithms assumed that the itemsets in transactions
were in lexicographic order.
On the other hand, not much FIM research is done on datasets which are unstructured.
Instead, there are several algorithms written to find all of the occurrences of patterns in
unstructured data.
With this idea in mind, we have explored pattern (string) matching algorithms and
created a new, novel, hybrid pattern matching algorithm, Double-Hash. This algorithm
performed better than all of the others (Boyer-Moore Horspool, Rabin Karp and Raita
algorithms for all of the test cases we have conducted regardless of the size of the data or
pattern). Therefore, Double-Hash algorithm can potentially be used in FIM in unstructed
data.
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In this chapter we show that combining some of the good features of the existing popular
algorithms can be even more efficient. This new algorithm is hybrid as it employs features
from Boyer-Moore-Horspool, Rabin-Karp and Raita algorithms. We compare the rightmost
character as well as use two independent hash functions and no character-by-character checking – hence leaving a very small probability for a false positive result if there is any. The
newly proposed algorithm particularly does well when the pattern is very long as it will skip
checking a character-by-character comparison.

5.1

Introduction

Pattern search algorithms take into account many factors: the nature of the problem,
the size of the pattern, size of the alphabet, size of the text, whether to find first occurrence
of the pattern or all of the occurrences, whether only a single pattern search or multiple
different pattern search, whether exact pattern match or approximate pattern match or high
probable pattern match or low probable pattern match (i.e. you do not expect to find the
pattern at all). Furthermore, the type of the pattern – i.e. whether pattern contains digits only, characters only or hybrid (as in ASCII characters) or binary strings or digits are
parameters need to be taken into consideration for the pattern search as well. As one can
tell, as there are many aspects of pattern matching problem and based on the nature of the
problem, there are solutions accordingly.

5.1.1

Problem Description:

Find all of the occurrences of a pattern within the text.
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5.1.2

Reasons for the Modifications (Rationale):

Weaknesses, vulnerabilities and inefficiencies of the original algorithms and how a new
algorithm can solve these problems.

5.1.3

Layout of the Chapter:

Section 5.1, is the introduction and problem definition. In Section 5.2, we explain
background information and relevant work. In Section 5.3, we explain four algorithms:
Brute-force, Boyer-Moore Horspool, [15, 32], Rabin-Karp, [35] and Raita [47] briefly. In Section 5.4, we explain our proposed new algorithm, Double-Hash [11], its key features and the
pseudo-code. In Section 5.5, we present experiments and test results, Section 5.6, continues
with a short complexity analysis and finally Section 5.7, has the conclusion.

5.2

Background and Relevant Work

5.2.1

Preliminaries

First, we will show a very simple example with brute force. Afterwards, we will explain
three algorithms.

5.2.2

Notations

Here are a simple alphabet, a pattern, and a text. They are used in the examples below.
P
We assume that there is an alphabet
and both pattern p and text t are comprised of this
P
alphabet .
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P

A, B, D

Text t

[0 . . . n-1] . for size n, e.g. t[] = ”AABDDABADBABDDBBA”

n

17

Pattern p

[0 . . . m-1]

m

5

Input

t and p

Output

position of the first character of all occurrences of p in the text t.

. Alphabet

. Length of text
. for size m. e.g. p[] = ”ABDDB”
. length of pattern

Table 5.1: Example Notations.

5.2.3

Bad Match Table (BMT)

Except Rabin Karp algorithm, all of the following algorithms, including the newly proposed Double-Hash algorithm, are using a bad match table.

BMT is created from the characters of the pattern. All pattern characters are given
an index value starting from 0 to m-2 (the last character on the right is not considered
hence if it did not appear previously its skip size is m) and using the following formula,
BM T [p[i]] ← m–i–1, the skip value is determined.

Example:
Pattern (p) = “ABDDB”
Index (i): 01234
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Algorithm 2: Bad match table (BMT.) [15]
Input: Pattern
Output: Skip table
1
2

Set all values in alphabet to max size (i.e. pattern size).
P
for all i in
BM T [i] ← m do
Check and find each pattern (p) character in BMT

3

4

for all i in pattern do
BM T [p[i]] ← m–i–1

5

. Check and find each pattern (p) character in BMT and

set its skip value according to this formula

Skip table

A

B

D

*

Value

4

3

1

5

Table 5.2: Bad Match Table (BMT, a.k.a. Skip table for the above example pattern ”ABDDB”). ‘*’ is for any character in the text that does not exist in the pattern

5.3

Existing Algorithms

5.3.1

Brute Force Approach

Key Points:
• Goes through each character starting from left to right in the text and compares them
with the aligned characters in the pattern.
• Anytime there is a match or mismatch pattern moves one character to the right and
text aligns with it.
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5.3.2

Boyer-Moore-Horspool

Horspool [32] is a simplified version of Boyer-Moore algorithm [15], as it uses only the
bad character rule 1 instead of also good suffix rule 2 used in original Boyer-Moore algorithm
[15].

Key Points:
• Preprocess the pattern and create bad match table (BMT).
• Check from right side towards left character by character.
• If there is a mismatch, skip based on BMT.
• Worst case complexity O(nm).
• Average case or on random text O(n).
• Best case O(n/m).

Algorithm Description
Preprocess the pattern and create bad match table (BMT). Then align the pattern under
the text and compare the characters from right to left one by one until there is a mismatch
or until the beginning character in the pattern. If all matches, that means there is a pattern,
so, output the index number of the beginning character of the text window and continue
looking for other occurrences of the pattern until reaching to the end of the text (i.e. until
n-m). If at any time there is a mismatch, look for that mis-match character of the text in
1
2

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/boyer-moore-algorithm-for-pattern-searching/
https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/boyer-moore-algorithm-good-suffix-heuristic/
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the BMT table for skip value and skip the text based on this skip value starting from the
right most character with that of the corresponding character in the window of the text.
If they all match, it means that there is a pattern and get the index code of the matching
pattern and continue from the next character right after the window, i.e., align the pattern
right pass of the current window and continue until the end of the text.

5.3.3

Rabin-Karp

Key Points:
• It uses a rolling hash function and compares hash values of the pattern and the text.
• If hash values match, then checks each character in the pattern with that of text from
left to right.
• Use a prime number for mod operation as the hash value can be very large.
• Worst case O(nm).

Hash Function Features
• Quick to calculate
• Strong enough to prevent collisions (spurious results). For that Rabin Karp uses the
following:
• For the above example pattern “AABB”, let us assume uses ASCII values:
• P [i] ∗ |

P

|m−1 + P [i + 1] ∗ |

P

|m−2 + . . . + P [i + m − 1] ∗ |

P

|0

• Rehashes by dropping the previous character of the window and adding the new character to the previous hash calculation as in [35].
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5.3.4

Raita

Raita algorithm [47] uses BMT table and right most character checking similar to the features in Boyer-Moore-Horspool algorithm. Then, it adds first and middle character checking
features.

Key Points:
• Check right most character first, then left most and the middle one.
• Skip based on bad match table (as in Horspool algorithm).
• Match character by character.

Algorithm Description
First preprocess the data and create bad match table (BMT). Then align the pattern
under the text and compare the right most characters. If there is a match, look the left
most characters, if they also match, look in the middle of the characters. If this also match,
starting from the second character of the window compare the characters one by one until
one character before the last character of the window. If they all match, it means that there
is a pattern and return the first index number of the matching text window. For the next
occurrences look at the last character of the text in the BMT table and skip the characters
based on this –i.e. align the pattern with the text based on the skip value of the last character
of the text and continue this process until the end of the text.
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5.4

Double-Hash Algorithm

Double-Hash algorithm [11] employs features from all of the algorithms mentioned above
(i.e. Rabin Karp, Boyer-Moore-Horspool and Raita) and adds additional funcionality as
described below.

5.4.1

Key Points:

• Preprocess the pattern and create Bad Match Table as in Boyer-Moore-Horspool.
• Check right most character only.
• Use two hash functions.
• Skip based on bad-match table if right-most character does not match.
• Align or skip if one of the hash comparisons fails.

5.4.2

Algorithm Description

One-Time Operations
• Pre-process the pattern and create bad match table that will be used to lookup for
skip value when there is a mismatch of the right most character occurs, or a pattern
found.
• Get hash H1(p) and hash H2(p).
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Multiple-Time Operations (Until the end of Text)
• Align the pattern underneath the text and check from right hand side. If the right
most character matches the corresponding character (i.e. the right most character of
the current window) then get the first hash value of the window (i.e., H1(W i) and
compare it to H1(p). If the first hash values match, get the second hash value of the
window H2(W i) and compare it to H2(p). If both matches, shift the pattern based on
the skip value of the last character of the text to the right and repeat the above steps.
• If the right most characters do not match, look at the bad match table and skip (that
is move the pattern to the right based on the skip value of the character in text which
does not match). If one of the hashes do not match, we look for another occurrence
of the same character in the pattern, if it exists, we align that character with that of
the text otherwise move past the right most character completely and put the pattern
right after that. Repeat this process until the end of the text.

Pseudo Code

5.4.3

Double-Hash Functions

We have used the following two hash functions:

• BPHashHalf function [59]
• BKDRHash Hash function [59]
BPHashHalf function processes only the first half of the string for both text window
and the pattern hence significantly increasing the speed of quickly eliminating most of the
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Algorithm 3: Double-Hash
Input: Pattern
Output: Skip table
1

Preprocessing:

2

Function BMT(P) . create skip table pHash1 = H1(pattern) . Get hash value1 using
hash function 13 pHash2 = H2(pattern)

3
4

. Get hash value2 using hash function 24

. Main logic: Align pattern under the left most text position
while pattern beginning position < n-m do

5

Starting from right most position

6

Compare last char of window with that of pattern

7

if match then

8

wHash1 =H1(w)

9

if pHash1 == wHash1 then

10

wHash2 =H2(w)

11

if pHash2 == wHash2 then

. get the hash1 value for the window

. get the hash2 value for the window

12

return (beginning position of text)

13

if No match or hash functions do not match then

. pattern found!

14

look in BMT table

15

move pattern beginning position starting from the last char of the
window plus the skip value . Skip value is the corresponding value
for the last character of the window of the text in the BMT table.

possible matches due to the positive matches of the last character while allowing some
collisions (spurious matches!) which later gets picked up by a second, stronger hash function.
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5.5

Experiments and Test Results

We have tested and compared, (see Table 2 and Figure 1), four algorithms – Robin Karp,
Boyer-Moore-Horspool, Raita and the new algorithm Double-Hash. The test is done with a
MacBook Pro computer with i7 quad-core processor with 2.5 GHz speed and 16 GB memory.
The data is downloaded from Amazon cloud storage S3.amazonaws website for Citi bike-trip
data for June 2014. The data size is 29.9 MB zipped and 183.1 MB unzipped format. It has
936,881 trips (i.e. transactions) [6].
We have done five test cases. Test 1 featured in having many occurrences of the pattern,
Test 2 had a single occurrence for a timestamp where we had an opportunity to test for
digits. Test 3 had a very long string (pattern) search. Test 4 had a very short pattern search
(we have added a single occurrence of “bb” to one of the transactions for testing purposes!).
Test 5 tested a pattern that did not exist in our data set.
In all of the above tests our new Double-Hash algorithm consistently outperformed all
of the other algorithms while it performed even better when the pattern being searched
is longer. Raita was the second-best performer overall for all test cases. Rabin-Karp did
better than Boyer-Moore-Horspool when the data is very short or non-existent but when
the pattern was long Boyer-Moore-Horspool clearly did better than Rabin-Karp algorithm.
Boyer-Moore-Horspool skips when there is a match or mis-match but Rabin-Karp does not
skip any characters, which is the major performance issue for this algorithm.

5.6

Complexity Analysis

For our Double-Hash string-matching algorithm, the performances are:
A) Worst case: Text character in each step is equal to m − 2nd character in the pattern
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Table 5.3: Tests 1-5, input, test features, pattern, algorithms and their running times

Figure 5.1: Algorithms and their running times in seconds.
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hence minimum skip takes place and hash value1 is matching for each search and therefore
hash value2 is also compared and found. 3n plus 2n hash calls – i.e. O(n) comparisons plus
O(n) hash calls.
B) Average case: O(n/2) comparisons plus n hash calls.
C) Best case: O(n/m) comparisons – i.e. the character in the text being compared
doesn’t exist in the pattern for the entire search hence skipping m value in every step. There
are no hash calls in this case.

5.7

Conclusion

We have compared Rabin-Karp, Boyer-Moore-Horspool, Raita and Double-Hash algorithms. Rabin Karp in most cases consistently was the slowest one among all of them, as it
does not use skip table hence, comparing n hash values for the text with size of n. The only
time Robin-Karp did better than Boyer-Moore-Horspool is when the pattern size was very
short. Boyer-Moore-Horspool was the third best performer for most of our tests as it used
skip table anytime there is a mismatch, or a pattern is found. The second-best performer
was the Raita algorithm. Raita algorithm was consistently better than both Rabin Karp and
Boyer-Moore-Horspool as it compares last, first and middle characters before attempting to
compare the remaining characters. Many mismatches speed up Raita algorithm by skipping
before checking second, third characters and the entire remaining characters.

Overall the best performer in all of our tests was Double-Hash algorithm. Double-Hash
skips quickly once the last character does not match. A very quick hash function goes
through only first half of the string or pattern to create hash value 1 after the last character
match hence quickly determines whether there is a mismatch or not. Hash value 1 is a light
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hash value but created very fast for speed while some collisions are expected. If any collisions
or spurious results occur, then they get filtered out by the second stronger hash value 2. We
observed that the longer the pattern the better the search performance was overall.
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Chapter 6
Future work
This chapter introduces possible future work for faster or more efficient implementations
of Apriori, UWEP and other FIM and Incremental FIM algorithms.

6.1

Introduction

We have implemented Apriori using many different approaches and UWEP single and
parallel way using multi-threading techniques using Boost Libraries of C++ language. Yet,
there are several other parallel techniques, platforms and algorithms such as MPI, CUDA,
OpenMp, C++ AMP, OpenACC but also newer parallel techniques such as Hadoop/Mapreduce, Spark or Cloud approaches (e.g. AWS - Redshift) to deal with bigdata where data size
is typically a lot larger than traditional data size -such as terabytes, petabytes.
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Future Work List:
1. One of the interesting future work approach could be to use AWS - Redshift which
has massively parallel processing capability to parallelize Apriori, UWEP or any FIM
algorithms.
2. Another interesting work could be done using AWS- S3 (bulk storage) which is much
more cost efficient than Redshift but allow access to its storage (archive) space using
AWS - Redshift or AWS - EC2 for data analytics [65]. S3 allows any type of data to
be stored and accesssed securely in milliseconds. [65].
3. One of the other areas worth for future work is FIM in unstructured data. Our new
algorithm, Double-Hash can be a potential candidate to be modified from finding all of
the occurrences of a single pattern than to find all or some of the patterns in unstructed
data. This field is not explored much so far and can be a great candidate for future
work as well.

6.2

Summary

Cloud computing is here and efficient for new projects. Future work could be done on
big data on the cloud using parallel techniques as described above.
One more additional and interesting work could also be applying frequent itemset mining
algorithms or techniques to unstructured data, such as text which is much less explored than
structured data. Our new algorithm, Double-Hash could potentially be converted and used
in this potentially rewarding area.
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